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CATEGORY A ~ COLLECTABLES
Lot

Lot Description

Estimate

A1

"German Military Handguns + German 7,9mm Ammo"
Handguns by John Walter focusing on the Reich's revolvers, Lugers 1904-18, C-96 Mauser, the
ammunition, holsters & accessories and markings. Hardcover illustrated, 79 pages. Very good
condition. "German 7,9mm military ammunition 1888-1945" by Daniel W. Kent. Hardcover
illustrated approx. 180 pages covering all countries using/producing 7,9mm ammo. Good plus
condition.

R 450.00

A2

"The German Sniper 1914 -1945"
By Peter R. Senich. Hardcover 445 illustrated pages. Focused on the scope mounts, optical
sights and sniping rifles. A must for any-one who has an interest in this field. Complete with
dustcover which shows some slight wear to spine. Book is in good plus condition.

R 650.00

A3

"The German Assault Rifle 1935 - 1945"
By Peter R. Senich. Hardcover 313 illustrated pages. This book covers the Nazi machine
carbines, machine pistols and assault rifles from 1935-45 and includes the Maschine karabiner
42, Maschinenpistole 43, 43/1 and 44, as well as the Sturmgewehr 44 and FG 42. Complete with
dust cover which shows some wear to edges. Good plus condition.

R 650.00

A4

"German Pistols & Holsters 1934 - 1945" Vols 1 - 4
By Lt. Col. Robert D. Whittington, U.S. Army [Ret]. Hardcover books of approx. 300 pages each,
encompassing all known pistols & holsters that were used by the German Army, Police and
various para-military organisations/associations. Includes German manufactured, purchases
from various countries and captured weapons. Illustrated and extremely comprehensive.

A5

"Backbone Of The Wehrmacht" - K98
The German K98K Rifle 1939-45 by Richard D. Law. Collector Grade Publication. Illustrated
hard cover of 367 pages. Includes details of each manufacturer complete with manufacturing
codes. Chapter & verse on the K98 rifle. Condition "as new".

R 650.00

A6

"Manual Of Pistol & Revolver Cartridges" Vol 1 - 3
Volumes 1 - 3. By Erlmeier, Brandt & Muller. Bilingual - German & English.

R 900.00

R 1600.00

Volume 1 - Centerfire, Metric Calibers.
Volume 2 - Centerfire, American & British Calibers.
Volume 3 - Centerfire, Metric Calibers.
Hardcover books, approx. 270 pages each. The books give a detailed photo of each cartridge
complete with technical and ballistic data making it relatively simple to identify ammunition. A
must for any serious ammo collector or ballistician. All very good condition.
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A7

"Walther" Volumes 1 - 3
Volume 1 - "Walther Model PP & PPK 1929-1945''. Hardcover 142 illustrated pages. Excellent
condition.
Volume
2 - "Engraved, Presentation and Standard models". Hardcover 136 illustrated pages.

R 650.00

Excellent condition.
Volume 3 - "1908-1980''. Hardcover 226 illustrated pages. Excellent condition.
All by James l. Rankin. Undoubtedly the most informative series yet on the Walther pistols.
A8

"The Webley Story" By W.P. Dowell
Hard cover 337 illustrated pages. Good to good plus condition. Regarded as the most
authoritative publication yet on Webley pistols & revolvers.

R 1200.00

A9

"Mein Kampf" - In English 1936
Green hardcover, 17 thousand publishing range. Approx. 285 pages. Some fading to cover and
yellowing of pages. Overall good condition.

R 750.00

A10

"Mein Kampf"- In English 1939
Hard cover, two volumes, "A Retrospect" and ''The National Socialist Movement", 568pages.
Some expected yellowing of pages, good overall.

R 750.00

A11

Three Gun Collector Books
1 - Lyle official Arms & Armour review 1976. Hardcover 347 pages, illustrated. GC.

R 450.00

2 - Das System Adalbert Der K98K. By Albrecht Wacker. Hardcover, German only, 280 illustrated
pages. EC.
3 - "Mauser Gewehre & Mauser-Patente" by Korn. German only. Approx. 450 pages. VGC.
A12

"World of Lugers - Proof Marks Vol.1"
Signed by Sam Costanzo the author. Includes original correspondence between the first owner
and the author. Hardcover illustrated 432 pages. Covers the subject in extreme depth. Excellent
condition. A must for the serious Luger collector.

A13

Deactivated .303 P 14 Rifle
Remington manufacture. Deactivation done to new SA spec with moving parts. Very good
refinished condition.

R 1850.00

A14

Bren Gun Tripod
Steel framed WW2 issue. Good original condition. Scarce.

R 2750.00

A15

.177 Blaser Pellet Gun Conversion For Colt Govt
In manufacturer's box. Marked to "Blaser USA Inc. Victoria Tx. USA". Made in West Germany.
Condition "as new".
.30 M1 Carbine Folding Stock - Original
Original military issue folding stock as used by paratroopers and other units which needed a
compact firearm. Leather cheek piece and swivelling butt plate. Includes military issue oil bottle.
Good original condition.

A16

R 950.00

R 950.00

R 5000.00

A17

.303 Magazines x 6
For No. 4 rifle. All in very good condition.

R 2100.00

A18

R4 Magazines - Polymer x 6
In canvas chest webbing rig which holds 10 magazines. All very good condition.

R 2000.00

A19

Webley Schermuly 1,5" Flare Pistol
Matt black finish. Very good condition.

R 1250.00

A20

Redfield Revolution 3-9 x 40 Rifle Scope
Matte finish, "Accu-Range" reticle. Scope is "as new" in box with warranty registration card and
instruction manual.

R 2250.00

A21

.45acp Colt Govt. Model mags x 5 & Holster Rig
"CR Speed WSM II World Shoot Model" with double thickness carry belt, "WSM 2", five
competition magazine pouches and spare "Cytac" holster. Rubber "bumpers" to bottom of mags.
All in very good condition.

R 1500.00
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CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS
Lot #

Lot Description

C1

Portuguese Air Force Officer's Dagger
Ceremonial highly polished double-edged blade with Portuguese Maltese type cross to one
langet and Eagle surmounting a cross and wreath to opposite side. Brass finished cross guard
and pommel, wire bound black leather finish to grip of scabbard. Highly polished scabbard with
Portuguese cross to brass hangers and tip of scabbard. Mint condition.

R 4500.00

C2

USSR Army Officer Dress Dagger & Belt
Soviet issue, double edged blade with serial number dated "57" and what is a makers mark to
revers side of ricasso. Copper finished hangers amounts to scabbard which carries the Soviet
badge to it of a "red star with the hammer & sickle emblem and a wreath". Wooden hilt with
Soviet emblem to the pommel and reversed quillions. Dress belt with Soviet brass buckle. All in
good plus condition.

R 4500.00

C3

Polish Air Force Officer Dagger/Dirk
Well etched double-edged blade which is marked "Honor i Ojczyzna" with Polish coat of arms
to it. Leather scabbard with ornate brass mounts and carry rings. Ornate brass cross guard and
pommel whilst the grip appears to be of a substance similar to bone. Good plus condition.

R 4500.00

C4

UK RAF Battle Of Britain Commemorative Dagger
By Wilkinson Sword. Double-edged blade marked to "RAF" & "Dedicated To The Royal Air
Force Victors Of The Battle Of Britain, 1940". Ricasso marked "By Appointment Wilkinson
Sword London Made In England". Leather scabbard with German silver mounts. White
enamel type grip with ornate guard & pommel. Very good condition.

R 4500.00

C5

Spanish Air Force Officer's Dress Dagger
Double-edged blade marked "Toledo Spain". Spanish Coat of Arms to one side of langet, Air
Force wings to opposite side. Wire bound ivory finish grip. Gilt finish to scabbard and fittings,
stainless finish to blade. All in mint condition.

R 4500.00

C6

East German Air Force Officers Dagger
GDR Model 1961 in original numbered packing case with warranty card and hanger for sword.
Press button release for removing dagger from scabbard. Double fullered 9,75" blade. GDR
symbol to ornate scabbard, maker's & serial number to ricasso. Mint condition.

R 4500.00

C7

East German Army Officer's Dagger
In original packing box with Warranty card that is serialised to the dagger. Includes gilt issue belt
& hanger. Press button release to remove blade from scabbard, GDR symbol to ornate
scabbard. All in mint condition.

R 4500.00

C8

Romanian M1968 Officers Dirk
Push-button release to 8,25" double-edged blade. Brass pommel and cross guard with "pearlite"
type grips. Brass scabbard with Romanian coat of arms to both sides. Excellent condition.

R 4500.00

C9

Hungarian General's Dress Dagger
Push button release to 8" double-edged blade. Ornate cross guard & pommel to wire bound
leather grip. Communist emblem & scroll engraving to Scabbard. Some light loss of finish to
edges of blade otherwise good plus condition.

R 4500.00

C10

Pattern 1897 Infantry Officers Sword
Straight blade of 32,5" carrying royal coat of arms and "E11R" crest as is 3/4 basket guard hilt.
Shagreen binding to hilt. Guard is complete with leather sword knot. Ricasso is marked "By
appointment to her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 11 Sword Cutlers London Made in England".
Very good condition.
Pattern 1897 "First City" Officers Sword
Complete with swagger stick featuring heraldic silver head marked "1st. City Grahamstown
Volunteers" with coat of arms. Black leather sheath and frog as used by Highland Scottish
regiments. Blade and hilt both carry "E11R" markings. Sword carries makers markings of
"Wilkinson London". Both sword and swagger stick are in particularly good original condition.

R 5500.00

C11
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C12

SADF Officers Sword
Fullered single-edged blade of 31,75" with S.A Republic Coat of Arms to one side of ricasso and
"U within M", "W.K.C Solingen Germany" and serial number 0845 to opposite side. Signifies
manufacture by Weyeresberg Kirschbaum Company of Germany. Wire bound shagreen hilt and
leather bound scabbard. Sword knot to hilt. All in very good condition.

R 3500.00

C13

SAP Officers Sword
Fullered single-edged blade of 31,75" with S.A Republic Coat of Arms to one side of ricasso and
'SAP", "W.K.C Solingen Germany" and serial number opposite side. Signifies manufacture by
Weyeresberg Kirschbaum Company of Germany. Wire bound shagreen hilt and leather bound
scabbard. Complete with sword hanger and sword knot. All in very good condition.

R 3500.00

C14

SADF Officers Sword
Complete with leather sword knot and frog/hanger. Manufactured by "G.M.S" of Solingen.
Straight 30,5" blade with RSA coat of arms to the ricasso. Three bar hilt with wire bound
shagreen to grip. Excellent overall condition.

R 3500.00

C15

UDF Officers Sword
Single edged partially fullered blade of 32,5" which carries the London Swordmakers Guild proof
and is made by "Henry Wilkinson London". "Zuid Afrika/ South Africa" markings to blade.
British broad arrow ownership stamp to back of blade. Similar pattern hilt to 1822 "Royal Welsh
Fusiliers" constructed of brass with wire bound shagreen. Leather bound scabbard. Some loss of
finish to blade.

R 3500.00

C16

UDF Infantry Officers Sword Patt 1897
Plated steel 3/4 basket hilt in a scroll pattern made up of pierced strapwork incorporating a Union
Coat of Arms. Plated steel blade of 32,5" incorporating Crown and S.A. coat of arms to either
side and scrollwork. Plated steel scabbard, wire bound shagreen grip.

R 2950.00

C17

Cavalry Troopers Pattern 1890 Sword
Fullered 34,5" blade marked to "Wilkinson's London" and dated "2 98". Various military
inspection/acceptance marks to ricasso. Hilt has Maltese cross piercings to it and chequered
leather grips. Leather covered steel scabbard. Some tarnishing to blade and loss of finish to
leather covering on scabbard otherwise good.

R 2950.00

C18

Italian Service Sword
Nickelled steel blade, scabbard & three bar hilt. Straight, fullered blade of 33,75" with ricasso
marked to "E&F Horster Solingen". Elaborate floral design to blade which also carries a coat of
arms. Wooden grip with position for each finger. Good condition.

R 2950.00

C19

British Artillery Officer's Sword
Three bar guard with wire bound shagreen grip, "London Swordmakers Guild" proof stamp to
ricasso. GR? crest etched to blade. There is considerable loss of plating to hilt and scabbard.
Fair overall condition.

R 1950.00

C20

Infantry Officers Pattern 1845 Sword - No Scabbard
Brass hilt with VR crest to it, 32" blade. Wire bound shagreen grip, manufactured by "Alex Mole &
Sons Birmingham". Addorsed arrow, sold out of service stamp to ricasso, blade dull otherwise
good original condition.

R 1650.00

C21

Infantry Officers Pattern 1822 Sword
VR crest to brass guard with folding inner guard, wire bound shagreen grip, made by
"Parkerfield & Sons 233 Hobourne London". Extensive scroll etchings to blade. Brass mounts
to leather scabbard which is in a rather poor condition. Overall fair to good condition.

R 1750.00

C22

Rapier - No scabbard
Four sided 34,5" blade, wire bound grip. Ornate single bar guard. Some wear to plating on guard.

R 1550.00

C23

European Sword - No Scabbard
Down curved quillions, ornate figurines to langets and top of hilt with wire bound grip. No guard
to grip. Fullered blade of 33,25" which is 1,4" wide. Some light tarnishing/pitting to blade.

R 1950.00

C24

Pattern 1821 Sword
Three bar guard with wire binding to leather hilt, 24" blade with no visible markings to it. Leather
scabbard with two hangers to it. Fair to good overall condition.

R 2250.00
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C25

Sappers & Miners 1855 Lancaster Carbine
Brass cross guard and pommel with chequered leather grips. "WD" stamped and "R&W Aston"
markings to ricasso. Pipe backed blade of 612mm. Brass mounted leather scabbard. Good plus
original condition.

R 4500.00

C26

Enfield Yataghan 1856 Sword Bayonet
580mm Blade boldly marked "PARKER FIELD & SONS 233 HOLBORN LONDON" and
"WOOTON" to reverse side indicating that it was private purchase rather than issue blade. As
used on the Patt. 1856 & 1860 Snider Short rifles. Yataghan styled blade. Chequered leather
grips worn smooth. Steel mounts to leather scabbard. Good overall but for worn grips.

R 3750.00

C27

French Chassepot Model 1866 Sword Bayonet
Arsenal markings dated 1871 to top of 22,4" yataghan type blade, hooked quillion and one piece
brass grips. Steel scabbard with matching numbers to bayonet, some scattered light pitting to
blade. Overall good condition.

R 1250.00

C28

French Bandsman Model 1833 Sword
Double edged blade of 18,5" marked "Chatellerault 1833". Brass hilt, leather scabbard with
brass chape. Good original condition.
Prussian WW1 Pipeback Bayonet
SGM 98 NA model bayonet with type VII scabbard manufactured by "Simpson & Co Suhl" in
1906. Unit marked to the "I2.Ersatz Batallion of 4 West Preussisches Infanterie Regiment
NR140 Hoensalza". Two piece diagonally ribbed wooden scales to hilt, fullered 24,4" blade,
steel mounts to leather scabbard, Imperial German inspector stamps to both pommel and chape
of scabbard. Good overall condition.

R 1650.00

Swiss Sawback Bayonet
Ricasso marked "HSE over W 1930", plated steel pommel and cross guard, saw back 18,75"
blade. Steel scabbard with leather frog. All in good to very good condition.
French Model 1878 Karopatschek Bayonet
A T section blade of 20,5". Arsenal marked with date of 1881. Brass pommel, wood grips
secured by steel rivets, strongly curved quillion with finial. All metal scabbard of flattened oval
section tapering towards the point. Overall good original condition.

R 1450.00

C32

.303 Patt 1907 Bayonet
Manufactured by Sanderson 1917. UDF markings to hilt, various British military markings to
blade. With leather frog. Good original condition.

R 1000.00

C33

Vetterli M1878 Bayonet
Long (478mm) sabre blade, sawbacked, stamped "SIG Neuhausen", fullered on right side only.
In leather and steel scabbard with leather frog. Very good condition.
US 30/06 Pattern 1917 Bayonet
Made by Remington. Similar to Patt. 1914 bayonet but scabbard has different frog mounts. "US"
flaming bomb ordnance mark and "1917 Remington" to ricasso. Blade has rather dullish finish
to it. Good overall.
Australian Pattern 1907 Bayonet
"MA" marking to ricasso which is dated "9 42". Good to good plus original condition.

R 1450.00

C29

C30

C31

C34

C35

R 1950.00

R 1250.00

R 1850.00

R 1200.00

C36

French M1886 Lebel Bayonet
Cruciform section blade, hooked quillion grips, grips are of a copperish cast alloy and steel
scabbard. Overall good condition.

R 950.00

C37

French M1886 Lebel Bayonet
Cruciform section blade, hooked quillion grips, grips are of a silver alloy colour and steel
scabbard. Bayonet release catch to handle. Overall good condition.

R 950.00

C38

Danish M1916 Bayonet
A slim tapered single-edged blade, 17 3/4" (450mm) long. Wooden scales in good shape.
Leather scabbard showing its age somewhat and appears to have shrunk enough for the
retaining catch to not work. Good to good plus.

C39

Argentine M1909 Bayonet
Matching numbers to blade and scabbard, ricasso marked "Modello Agentino 1909" and
"Weyersburgh Kirschbaum & Co Solingen". It has a fullered 15,6" blade and steel scabbard.
All in good to very good condition.
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C40

German Mod 1898 Seitengewehr 98/05 Neuer Art
"New Pattern" marked to "Waffenfabrik Mauser-A.G Oberndorf a.N." on ricasso. Commonly
known as the "Butcher blade" due to it's uncharacteristic blade shape. Steel scabbard. Good
condition.

R 1500.00

C41

German Model 1915 Gottsho Bavarian Bayonet
Imperial German inspection stamp and "KS" marking to ricasso. Ribbed one piece wooden
scales to hilt, 14,4" blade with large fuller to it, blued steel scabbard with a few dings to it.
Bayonet is both scarce and in good condition.

R 3750.00

C42

Argentinian M1909 Short Sword
"Modello Argentino 1909" & "Weyersburg Kirschbaum & Co Solingen" to ricasso. Heavy
(butcher) profile to 14,6" blade, serial number to cross guard and "RA" marking to pommel,
wooden scales to hilt. Blued steel scabbard with leather frog, bright finished blade. All in very
good plus condition.

R 1450.00

C43

Spanish M43 Mauser Bayonet
For Mauser 1893, 1916 and M1943 rifles and carbines. Heavy Bolo type blade fullered at both
sides and struck with "Toledo" marking to left-hand side and serial number to right. Matching
numbers to bayonet & scabbard. Chequered wood grips secured by steel bolts. All steel
scabbard. Good original condition.

R 600.00

C44

German M98 Dress Bayonet
Staghorn grips to highly polished 9,75" blade. Steel scabbard and leather frog. Ricasso marked
"E. Pack & Sohne Solingen". Good plus condition.
German WW2 K98 Dress Bayonet
Includes frog and knot. By Alex Coppel, with ASC hanging scales trade mark to ricasso. Steel
scabbard. Very good condition.

R 1500.00

C46

Israeli K98 Mauser Bayonet
Israeli made variant of the German WW2 SG84/98 bayonet. Includes leather frog. Blued 9,6"
blade which has Israeli markings to the ricasso and scabbard. Very good original condition apart
from some age-related shrinkage of the scales.

R 1200.00

C47

German Model 1884/98 Composition Grips
Nazi WW2 issue. Matching numbers to blade & scabbard. Leather frog included. Code "41 ddl"
to ricasso with waffenamt stamps to pommel. Very good plus condition.
Czech M1924/30 Bayonet
Fullered single-edged blade of 15,5", wooden scales and steel scabbard. Good original
condition.

R 1300.00

C45

C48

R 1500.00

R 800.00

C49

Czech VZ24 Mauser Bayonet
With leather frog & steel scabbard. Fullered blade of 11,75", wooden scales to grip. Good plus
original condition.

R 800.00

C50

Italian Model 1891 Carcano Bayonet
Single-edged fullered blade of 11,5". Date of 1944 to hilt. Lined steel scabbard and leather frog.
Good plus original condition.

R 750.00

C51

CZ VZ58 Bayonet - No Scabbard
Single edged fullered blade of 172mm with a matt finish to it. Compound grips. Good plus
condition.

R 600.00

C52

.303 Patt. 1907 Bayonet
Manufactured by Wilkinson 1916. UDF markings to hilt, various British military markings to blade.
Good original condition.

R 950.00

C53

Nazi 1884/98 Bayonet Composition Grips
Matching numbers to blade & scabbard. Code "41ddl" identifies maker as Joshua Corts.
Includes leather scabbard. Good plus condition.
Polish Mauser M1922 & WZ22/4 Bayonet
Wooden scales to grips & muzzle ring to cross-guard. Manufactured by Radom, marked "F.B.
Radom" to ricasso. Blued pommel, bright finished blade. Complete with steel scabbard and
leather frog. Many of the Polish bayonets had the muzzle ring removed following the German
occupation. Fairly good original condition.

C54

C55

Austro-Hungarian Model 1895 Mannlicher Bayonet
Bayonet for the straight pull M1895 Mannlicher rifle. Marked to "Ernst Busch Solingen" on the
ricasso. Bright finished blade which is mounted sharp edge up on the rifle. Blued steel scabbard,
leather frog included. All good plus condition.

C56

German M1914 Sawback Bayonet
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The sawback model was meant for the use of NCO's in WW1 and is relatively scarce. Marked to
"Bontgen & Sabin Solingen" on the ricasso, Imperial German inspection stamp to pommel.
Wooden scales to hilt. Bright finished blade & hilt, blued steel scabbard with leather frog. Good
condition.
C57

Chilean Model 1895 Bayonet
Produced by "Weyersberg Kirscbaum & Co." with Chilean crest to opposite side of ricasso. It
was never adopted by ZAR or OVS governments but it also fits the "Boer" Mauser rifle. Steel
scabbard, wooden scales and extended muzzle ring all in very good condition.

C58

Mauser Model 1884/98 Bayonet Wood Grips
Includes leather frog. Manufacturer's code "cof 44' to ricasso, waffenamt stamps to pommel.
Blued blade. Good plus condition.
Brazilian P1908 Mauser Bayonet
Used on the M1908 Mauser rifle. Made by "Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & Co. Solingen".
Wooden scales to hilt & hooked quillion. Brass mounted leather scabbard. Good original
condition.

C59

R 900.00

R 1200.00

R 800.00

C60

Brazilian M1935 Mauser Bayonet
The bayonets were reputedly manufactured by the Germans for Brazil. Wooden scales, all steel
scabbard, bright finished blade & pommel. Matching numbers. Good to good plus condition.

R 650.00

C61

Chilean M1912 Bayonet
Manufactured by Steyr with their trademark to the ricasso. Bright finished blade & pommel, blued
steel scabbard. All in good original condition.

R 650.00

C62

Mexican M1910 Bayonet
Ricasso carries "Steyr Werke" trade mark to one side and "RM" for Republic of Mexico". Muzzle
ring to cross guard, wooden scales to hilt. Steel scabbard which shows some evidence of work
done to it. Good condition blade. "RM" marked bayonets are scarce.

R 750.00

C63

Yugoslavian M1924-short Mauser Bayonet
Fullered 9,75" blade with ricasso marked to "factory 44". Blade is manufactured to this length
rather than shortened. Steel scabbard, matching numbers to hilt & scabbard. Very good plus
condition.

R 650.00

C64

Spanish M1893 Mauser Bayonet
"Simson Suhl" to ricasso, wooden scales, leather scabbard with steel mounts. Good original
condition but for stitching that has come loose to the back of the scabbard.
Yugoslavian M48 Mauser Bayonet
Made in "Factory 44", marked as such on ricasso. Wooden scales, blued steel scabbard &
blade. Matching numbers to cross guard and scabbard. Includes leather scabbard. Very good
condition.

R 650.00

Yugoslavian M1924 Short Bayonet
"BT3" marked ricasso, shortened blade. Steel scabbard includes leather frog. Bright finished
blade & guard with wooden scales. Good original condition.
Chilean Model 1910 Police Side Arm
Made from the Gras bayonet. These weapons are not designed to fit a rifle, they were used as a
Police side arm. Solid brass grips, hooked quillion and brass tip to steel scabbard.

R 650.00

C68

Spanish Cetme M1969 Bayonet
Also fits the FR7/8 7,62mm M98 Rifles. Primarily for the 7,62mm Model 58 assault rifle. Heavily
blued and black plastic chequered grips. Unique "Bolo" styled blade. Integral webbing frog. Very
good condition.

R 650.00

C69

Argentian Model 1891/31 Bayonet
Brass gripped M1891 bayonet which has been shortened and had muzzle ring removed. Hooked
quillion remains. Matching numbers to blade & scabbard. Includes leather frog. Good plus
condition but for a few dings to steel scabbard.

R 850.00

C70

Mauser M98/05 Sawback Butcher Blade Dress Bayonet
Nickelled pommel, cross guard, blade and mountings to leather scabbard. Ribbed wooden grips,
black leather scabbard. Opposed sitting squirrels & "C.E" trademark to blade signifying
manufacturer Carl Eickhorn. Sawback butcher type blade of 14,5". All in very good condition.
Dress bayonets in this configuration are scarce.

R 2450.00

C71

Ersatz Bayonet

R 1500.00

C65

C66

C67
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Would suspect that the bayonet is made for the Turkish Mauser rifle with dual mounting points.
Fullered single-edged blade of 250mm, steel scabbard, roughly fabricated steel handle of
140mm with dual mounting rings. No makers name or marks to blade or handle.
C72

SA Made .303 No. 9 Bayonet
Made in SA with identical profile blade to that used for the Uzi bayonet rather than the traditional
British Bowie profile. Complete with steel scabbard. Good plus condition.

R 250.00

C73

British 303 No. 9 Bayonet
Fullered single edged blade of 200mm. Made for the No.4 rifle. Steel scabbard. Good original
condition.

R 250.00

C74

.303 No. 4 Mk2 Spike Bayonet
US manufactured by Savage Arms Corp. recognised by "S" in a square. Relatively uncommon
flat-backed scabbard variation. Good plus condition.
.303 Pattern 1888 Bayonet
Enfield manufactured "12 99". Ricasso is well stamped with various military
acceptance/inspection stamps and WD Broad-arrow. Scabbard is complete with leather frog.
Good original condition.

R 275.00

C75

C76

C77

Owen SMG Pattern 1943
Used by the Australian forces. Patt 1907 type hilt with a single edged 10" blade stamped "OA"
for Orange Arsenal. Includes webbing frog. Very good condition.
FN/R1 Apple Corer Bayonet
With leather frog & steel scabbard. Missing barrel locking catch, rest good original condition.

R 1300.00

R 1500.00

R 250.00

C78

Italian Paratrooper's BM59 Bayonet
A variation of the US M1 carbine series with a hard plastic handle for the Italian BM59 series
rifles. Dimensionally identical to the US carbine bayonets utilising the same type of scabbard.
Good plus condition.

C79

Polish Air Force Officers Dagger
Double-edged highly polished blade with serial number to it. Polish coat of arms silver mounted
pommel. Leather scabbard with German silver mounts and carry rings. Chequered enamelled
plaque to top mount of scabbard. The grip appears to be of a bone-like substance. White
hangers to scabbard. Push button release to blade. Good plus condition.

R 4500.00

C80

Hungarian Air Force Officer's Presentation Dagger
Fairly ornate dagger with eagle's head pommel, ribbed handle and eagle with outspread wings
forming the cross guard. Push-button release to remove dagger from scabbard, double-edged
Argentinian Police Lion Head Short Sword
Rare. Brightly finished single edged, fullered blade of 15" (380mm), ornate brass finished lions
head pommel and black, ribbed grips. Black enamelled steel scabbard.

R 4500.00

C81

C82

R 950.00

R 2500.00

Polish 1956 Combat Fighting Knife
Fighting knife modelled after the Soviet Union WW2 NR-40 fighting knife. Ricasso marked "11"
& "1956" with single-edged 6" blade. Blued steel scabbard, and wooden handle secured with
two rivets.
Chilean Army Corvo Fighting Knife
Double-edged upswept blade marked to "Famae Chile" on the ricasso. Original serial number
has been removed from the ricasso and replaced with another number. Plastic composite type
scabbard with Chilean crest to it. Chequered plastic handle to knife with black nylon attachment
cord to it. One can see the knife has had some use but still in a good condition.

R 850.00

C84

Russian Paratroopers Stroporez Line Cutter Knife
Issued in the 1970s. Knife has a serrated double blade of 5" and was obviously designed to cut
fouled rigging/parachute lines. Plastic scabbard, reddish brown composition handle. Excellent
condition.

R 500.00

C85

SAP Officers Sword & Sam Browne Belt
Rig includes shoulder strap & handcuff pouch. There are no markings to the ricasso, but given
the handcuff pouch, one would assume that it was Police issue rather than SADF. Complete rig
is in very good to excellent condition.

R 2950.00

Lot #

Lot Description

C83

R 850.00
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D1

.38spl Colt Mod SF V1 Revolver - Cased
Stainless steel, 2" barrel "snubbie" with Colt black rubber grips. Includes original Colt plastic
carry case and paperwork. "As new" condition

D2

.45acp Colt Double Eagle Series 90 Pistol - Cased
White dot sights and chequered Zenoy grips. The finish is matte stainless steel. In original
factory plastic carry case, plus instruction manual and spare magazine. Manufactured 1990 to
1996. "As new" overall condition.

R 13500.00

D3

.357mag Colt Python Revolver - Boxed
Stainless steel model with 6" barrel. Fully adjustable rear sight with ramp style front sight. Rubber
grips with gold Colt emblem. Serial number T93149. In original box. Immaculate condition.

R 23500.00

D4

.45acp Colt Combat Commander Pistol - Boxed
Recoil operated locked breech single action, 4" barrel, fixed sights, ring hammer, grip safety,
chequered walnut grips with Colt medallions. Serial number 70SC59494. Satin nickel finish with
some light scratches to finish. Very good in box.

R 12500.00

D5

.45acp Colt Gold Cup National Match Pistol - Boxed
Recoil operated lock breech single action, 5" barrel, adjustable rear sight, flat chequered finish to
top of slide, light weight trigger, grip safety, chequered walnut grips with Colt Medallions. Serial
number 18140N70. New in box.

R 14500.00

D6

.357mag Colt Trooper Mark V Revolver - Boxed
Satin Nickel finish, 6" barrel, white outline fully adjustable rear sight, ramp style front sight with
red insert. Serial number 17449V. Includes original styrene box and cardboard overlay and paper
work. Very light drag marks to cylinder, otherwise "as new" condition.

R 5500.00

D7

.22lr/mag Colt New Frontier Revolver - Boxed
Serial number G46484 indicates 1972 manufacture. Unfired condition in Colt factory box, .22mag
cylinder included. Barrel length of 4". Colour case hardened frame, Colt logo and US eagle to
grips.

R 8750.00

D8

.357mag Colt King Cobra Revolver - Boxed
Polished stainless steel, 6" barrel, equipped with an adjustable white outline rear sight and red
insert front sight. Colt black neoprene combat style grips with Colt logo. Serial number C5233K.
"As new" in original packaging including instruction manual.

R 14500.00

D9

.357mag Colt King Cobra Revolver - Boxed
Stainless steel, 4" barrel, fully adjustable white outline rear sight, ramp style front sight with red
insert. Revolver appears un-fired in original factory styrene box with instruction manual.

R 14500.00

D10

.22short Colt No.4 Derringer Set - Cased
Consecutively numbered pair of single shot side swing action, 2" barrelled, nickel finish pistols
with white grips. Presented in factory box which allows the pistols to be concealed on a
bookshelf. Book/box titled "Colt Deringers A limited edition". Built 1960 - 1963, pistols appear
to be unfired and all in immaculate condition.

R 12500.00

D11

.22lr Unique "Des 69" Target Pistol - Cased
In manufacturer's case with spare barrel weight, spare magazine, cleaning rod and instruction
manuals. Orthopaedic type grips, micro-adjustable sights, 5,9" barrel with weight, ten round
magazine and external hammer. Pistol has a 9" sighting radius with the rear sight to the back of
the hammer. Good to good plus condition.

R 2950.00

D12

7,65mm Mauser HSC Pistol - Boxed
In original factory box with spare magazine, cleaning rod, instruction manual and test target
Serial number 17710. Pistol appears to be unfired.

R 7950.00

D13

7,65mm Walther PPK Pistol - Boxed
German made 1963. SAP marked, includes issue holster, spare magazine and cleaning rod. In
factory box. Pistol is in excellent original condition.

R 3250.00

D14

.357mag Ruger Speed-Six Revolver - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Barrel length of 2 7/8", chequered wooden grips with Ruger logo to them.
Mint condition.

R 3500.00
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D15

.22lr Ruger Mk1 Standard Model Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturer's box complete with instruction manual and guarantee. Fixed sights to 6" barrel.
Good plus condition.

R 2500.00

D16

.22lr FN-Browning Pistol - Cased
In manufacturer's hinged case with spare magazine. Rosewood sculpted grips, ventilated rib 6"
round barrel, micro-adjustable rear sights and gold-plated trigger. Excellent condition.

R 3250.00

D17

.476 Tranters Model 1868 Revolver - Pre 1898 - Cased
A fine, cased, solid frame, double action Tranter revolver marked to "J Venables & Son St
Aldates Oxford" with "Tranters Patent" marking to frame. Octagonal 7,75" barrel, finely
chequered wooden grips. Revolver is in immaculate condition with 95% plus original bright bluing
to barrel & frame and colour case-hardening to cylinder. Serial number 59893. Burr walnut &
mahogany case with oil bottle, turn screw, cleaning rod and ammunition holder. Inside of lid has
silver plate marked to "Major F Maurice 1872 `104th Bengal Fusiliers". Outside of lid has
enamelled badge with crown over shield bearing crossed rifles & "B.M.R.C." below shield. MajorGeneral Sir John Frederick Maurice served in the British Army from 1861 to 1912 and
participated in the Anglo-Ashanti & Zulu Wars. He was well known for his military writings & the
seller of this revolver has access to a pocket watch which belonged to Maurice as well as a
complete set of Maurice's works on the SA Wars.

R 65000.00

D18

.442 William Tranter Rimfire Revolver - Cased
In original mahogany case with oil bottle & cleaning rod having provision for 50 cartridges.
Octagonal 6,375" barrel, chequered wooden one piece grip. Transitional frame. Henry Alport
trade label to lid of case. Frame and ejector rod marked "Tranter's patent". Complete refinish to
original specification. Obsolete calliber in UK.

R 16500.00

D19

.455 Webley Wilkinson Revolver - Cased
In Wilkinson leather box with trade label to lid. Barrel length of 6" which is marked to "Wilkinson
Sword Co. Pall Mall London". Top strap featuring adjustable rear sight is marked "Wilkinson
Webley 05". Square butt to chequered wooden grips with a silver escutcheon plate to LH side
grip. Bottom of frame marked with flying bullet W & S trade mark, no. 121810 & "Webley
Patents". Gun shows some holster wear to cylinder and muzzle but has approx. 85% original
finish remaining and is in rather good original condition.

R 22500.00

D20

.450 Tipping & Lawden Solid Frame Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In mahogany box with instruction label for T & L revolvers pasted to lid of box.
Provision for cleaning rod, oil bottle & ammo in box. Solid frame revolver has a 6" barrel,
"Tipping & Lawden London" to top strap and extensive engraving to frame. It has an unusual
bulbous frame/barrel configuration with a large downward projection on which the ejector rod is
mounted. Upward hinged loading gate with spring mounted on the exterior of the gate. Pair of
chequered walnut grips with the pronounced hump to the rear which T & L were renowned for.
British proofs to barrel. Revolver and case are both in very fine condition with approx. 95%
original blue remaining to barrel & frame and some loss of finish to cylinder. Tipping & Lawden
were bought by Webley in the 1870's thus successfully removing a strong competitor from the
market.

R 29500.00

D21

.455 Webley-"Pryse" No. 4 1/2 Revolver - Cased
Pre - 1898. Marked "W M Griffiths Manchester" to 4,3" barrel, in oak case with oil bottle & rod.
Chequered wooden grips with lanyard ring. Pryse type operating system with double release
levers. Frame marked "Webley's No.4 1/2 .455 C.F." Serial no. 81388. Extremely good original
condition with a high % original finish throughout.

R 19500.00

D22

.455/476 Webley WG Mod 1893 Revolver - Cased
Pre - 1898 spec. Cased in original makers oak box having provision for cleaning rod, oil bottle
and 20 cartridges. Target model with 7,5" barrel, church steeple flutes, chequered walnut grips,
flared butt with lanyard ring. German silver muzzle/foresight protector fitted. Spare fore & rear
sights included for varying distances. Good plus to very good original condition with approx. 90%
plus original blue to finish.

R 29500.00

D23

.32rf Blisset Tranters Patent Revolver - Cased
Chequered wooden grips, 3,5" barrel. "T Blisset, South Castle St, Liverpool" on barrel. Excellent
95% original finish, spur trigger, strong case colour to cylinder and retaining pin. Excellent birds
eye maple case with key and cleaning rod. Pre - 1898 model.

R 12500.00
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D24

.22 Webley Single Shot Target Pistol - Boxed
Adjustable sights to 9,75" barrel. Chequered walnut grips with thumb rest. Case hardened frame
and blued barrel. Very good overall.

R 3000.00

D25

.38 Webley Solid Frame Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In mahogany case with provision for rod, oil bottle and extra ammo. Similar
configuration to the RIC model, revolver has "Webley's Patent" over winged bullet trademark
and serial number 3509 to frame. Chequered walnut grips, ovate form 3,5" barrel with swinging
ejector rod. Good working order, approx. 85% original finish and good to good plus condition.

R 7500.00

D26

.450 Webley R.I.C. No.1 Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In oak case with provision for 12 rounds, oil bottle and cleaning rod. Chequered
wooden grips, 4,5" barrel, lanyard ring. Frame marked with Webley flying bullet trade mark and
"Webley's RIC No.1 .450 C.F." Revolver is in good original condition with approx. 50% original
finish remaining. Case marked to "Charles H. Weston Rifle, Gun and Pistol Makers
Brighton".

R 7500.00

D27

.22 Tipping & Lawden Derringer - Cased - Pre 1898
Four barrelled Sharps patent derringer produced under license by Tipping & Lawden in England.
Brass frame, 2,65" steel barrels bearing British proofs. Frame marked "Tipping & Lawden
Sharps Patent". All in an original period wooden box. Some loss of finish to barrels, all in good
working order.

R 6850.00

D28

.22rf William Tranter Pocket Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In well figured wooden case. Tranter's patent brass framed, single action revolver with
spur trigger and 2,5" [60mm] octagonal barrel. Barrel marked to "F.T. Baker London", frame
marked "Tranters Patent" and features extensive engraving to it. Two piece chequered walnut
grips. Bright fire blue to barrel, cylinder, loading gate, hammer & trigger. All in particularly good
original condition.

R 7500.00

D29

.32rf Rigby Model 1 1/2 Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In well-figured wooden revolver case. S&W model 1 1/2 pistol with British proofs and
3,25" octagonal barrel marked "W & J Rigby Dublin Patent 422" . Five shot non-fluted cylinder
and a spur trigger with no guard. Frame has a square butt with smooth rosewood grips. Small
chip to bottom of LH side wooden grip panel. Produced ca. 1865-1868. Approx. 40% of original
bright blue remaining to revolver which is also in good working order.

R 7500.00

D30

.28 William Tranter Pocket Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In good condition oak gun case marked to "James W. Bosier Melbourne".
Chequered wooden grips, 2,875" barrel, brass frame & barrel, six shot spur trigger, steel cylinder
& pin plus hammer. Cylinder and cylinder pin in white, fine foliate scroll engraving to frame.
Excellent condition.

R 6250.00

D31

.450 Westley Richards Pocket Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In oak gun case marked to "R.B Rodda Gunmakers & Armourers Dalhousie
Square Calcutta". Ovate form 3 1/4" barrel. Pryse type barrel latch, blued, fluted 5 shot cylinder,
birds head butt with chequered walnut grips. British proofs to barrel, cylinder and frame. Top
strap marked to "Westley Richards & Co." Good working order, no original finish remaining to
revolver. Silver grey colour.

R 5500.00

D32

9mmp Smith & Wesson Mod 59 Pistol - Boxed
D/A trigger, double column 15 rd. magazine, 4" barrel. Adjustable sights. One of the very first
high capacity double action pistols. Black plastic factory grips. Excellent to mint condition.

R 5500.00

D33

.38 Smith& Wesson Mod 2 1st Issue Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. Mother of pearl grips, 3,35" barrel, 5 shot top break spur hammer. 90% original nickel
finish, leather bound case with cleaning rod in French style velour lined case. Manufactured 1876
to 1881, unusual cased example, apparently only ten examples were made with mother-of-pearl
grips. Action faulty.

R 8500.00

D34

.32rf Smith & Wesson Mod 2 Tip-Up Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. a.k.a No. 2 Old Army revolver. In oak pistol case with cleaning rod, and oil bottle. Tip
up action, with British proofs to 6" barrel, smooth rosewood grips to square butt frame. Side plate
held with one screw. Serial number 19194. All of the Mod 2's were manufactured ca.1861 -1874.
Plum brown patina to metalwork. Good original condition.

R 8500.00
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D35

.45 S&W New Mod No.3 Target Revolver - Cased
Pre-1898. In baize lined, fitted wooden case with two separate compartments and provision for
cleaning rod. Top break, single action, with a six shot fluted cylinder. Ribbed barrel of 7,5"
marked "Smith & Wesson Springfield Mass. USA". Chequered walnut grips to round butt and
case hardened trigger & hammer. Moderate knuckle to back strap. Target variant with an
adjustable rear sight. Matching serial number 35266 to butt, cylinder face and latch. Although the
New Model No.3 was catalogued into the early 1900's all frames were manufactured by 1898,
making the gun a US antique. Period English proofs to barrel. Gun has approx. 98% original blue
with a very small light pitting patch to top strap and some very light drag marks to the cylinder.
Fine to excellent condition.

D36

.38sp Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver - Cased
In manufacturer's box. SAP issue markings to back strap, 5" barrel. Serial number C376114.
Chequered wooden grips with S&W monogram to them. Mint condition.

R 3750.00

D37

.44mag Smith &Wesson Mod 29-2 Revolver - Cased
Relatively scarce 4" barrelled variant with matt finish and chequered wooden grips with S&W
logo to them. "As new" in wooden factory case with cleaning kit.

R 13500.00

D38

.357mag Smith & Wesson M27-2 Revolver - Cased
Original nickel finished, 8" barrel, spare Pachmayr grips. Contained in its leather covered
wooden case with the original wooden grips and turn screw. Serial number N385019. Overall
excellent condition through out. A fine revolver that has become scarce and desirable to
collectors.

R 8000.00

D39

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 27-2 Revolver - Cased
In factory supplied wooden box with cleaning kit. Also known as the "Highway Patrolman" the
revolver is built on the heavier N-frame used for the .44 magnum. Barrel length of 4" with
adjustable sights and chequered wooden factory grips with S&W monograms inset. Slight loss of
finish to muzzle, further all good plus original condition.

R 7500.00

D40

.357mag Smith & Wesson M27-2 Revolver - Cased
Solid frame double action, six shot fluted side swing cylinder, 8,5" ribbed barrel, partridge type
front sight, adjustable rear sight, blued, shrouded extractor rod, magnum chequered grips with
S&W medallions. As new in factory wooden case with cleaning equipment.

R 7500.00

D41

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-7 3" Revolver - Cased
In Manufacturer's box. Chequered wooden grips with S&W medallion. High gloss factory blue
finish. Mint condition

R 3500.00

D42

.38spl Smith & Wesson M10-6 Revolver - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Solid frame double action, 4" ribbed heavy barrel with matt finish to top of
barrel and top strap, blued, six shot side swing fluted cylinder, chequered wooden grips with
S&W medallions to square butt K Service frame. Condition "As new" in box.

R 4500.00

D43

.22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 34-1 Revolver - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Built on the J-frame it was also known as the .22/.32 kit gun. Barrel length
of 4" with adjustable sights. Serial number M91355 indicates manufacture 1969 to 1981. "As
new" condition in box.

R 6500.00

D44

.38spl Smith & Wesson M36-1 Revolver - Cased
Solid frame double action, 3" heavy round barrel with wide matt rib, blued, five shot fluted side
swing cylinder, chequered wooden grips with S&W medallions to round butt J Frame. Serial
number J84037. As new.

R 4500.00

D45

.38spl Smith & Wesson M36 Revolver - Boxed
Chiefs Special, blued 2" barrel. Serial number J734057. As new in box with manual and cleaning
rod.

R 4500.00

D46

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 37 Revolver - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Airweight Chiefs Special with alloy frame, 2" barrel & blue finish. Revolver
is "as new" in box with cleaning rod and manual.

R 5000.00

D47

.38spl Smith & Wesson M14-3 Revolver - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Solid frame double action, 6" round ribbed heavy barrel, partridge type
front sight, adjustable rear sight, six shot side swing fluted cylinder, blued, chequered wooden
grips with S&W monograms to square butt K frame. "As new" in factory box.

R 4500.00
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D48

.357mag Smith & Wesson M66 Revolver - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Stainless steel solid frame, double action, 4" round barrel with heavy
grooved rib, ramp front sight with red insert. Matt black adjustable rear sight, shrouded extractor
rod, six shot side swing fluted cylinder. Magnum chequered wooded grips with S&W monogram
to square butt K Target Frame. "As new" in box.

R 6500.00

D49

.38spl Smith &Wesson Model 10-10 Revolver - Boxed
Blue 4" barrel. Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them. In manufacturers box. "As new"
condition.

R 4350.00

D50

.357 Smith & Wesson Mod 28-2 Revolver - Boxed
Adjustable sights, 4" barrel. Matt blue finish, chequered wooden grips with S&W monogram to
square butt. Also known as the "Highway Patrolman". Excellent condition.

R 6500.00

D51

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-7 Revolver - Boxed
Built on K-frame with 3" barrel and chequered wooden grips with S&W monogram and square
butt. Apartheid era revolver with factory number milled out and replaced with WR number. Mint
condition.

R 3250.00

D52

.38 Smith & Wesson Mod 10-7 Revolver - Boxed
In manufacturer's box. Nickel plated, 4.11" barrel, chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to
them. Excellent condition.

R 4000.00

D53

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 15-3 Revolver - Boxed
Blue, 4" barrel, adjustable sights. In manufacturer's box with instruction manual. "As new"
condition.

R 4500.00

D54

.38spl Smith & Wesson M&P Mod 10-7 Revolver
Chequered wooden grips with S&W logos to them. Barrel length of 2". German proof marks on
left hand side of barrel. Serial number 5D31041. Excellent to mint condition.

R 3000.00

D55

.40s&w Smith & Wesson Mod SW40F Pistol
Polymer frame, semi double action with 14 round magazine and safety to trigger. Barrel length of
4,25". Very good condition.

R 6850.00

D56

.22lr Colt Woodsman Pistol
Adjustable sights, thumb rest type chequered wooden grips. Sanctions era replacement number
to frame, 6" barrel. Some light scratches and wear to finish, otherwise good overall.

R 3750.00

D57

.22lr Colt Service Ace Pistol
Service model. The Ace uses the same frame as the Government model with a slide featuring
Gold Cup pattern sights and .22lr barrel. The size is the same as the .45acp calibre version. The
Service model Ace was introduced in 1978 and discontinued in 1982. AMT marked frame. The
frame has two small chips where the bottom locking pin for the mainspring housing is inserted,
rest very good to excellent condition.

R 6500.00

D58

9mmp Colt Combat Commander Pistol
Series 70 pistol with chequered factory grips, 4" barrel and ring hammer. Serial number
70B578313. Pistol is in absolutely standard condition and other than for some light wear to high
spots on slide is in extremely good condition. Scarce to encounter a Combat Commander in
9mmp caliber.

R 12500.00

D59

9mmp Colt Mk IV Series 70 Pistol
Identical to the standard Govt. model pistol but in 9mmp caliber. Pistol with 5" barrel, fixed sights,
grip safety, chequered wooden grips with Colt medallions. Serial number 70L19908. Excellent to
mint condition and virtually unused.

R 16500.00

D60

.45acp Colt Defender Series 90 Pistol
Lightweight, 3" barrel. Matt stainless slide with electroless nickel coated aluminium receiver.
Hogue rubber grips. Serial number DR18589. Excellent condition.

R 14500.00

D61

.45acp Colt Govt. Model Mk4 S/70 Pistol
Pistol has had the basic necessary combat mods done to it, comprising a bevelled magazine
well, ported slide and combat sights. Serial number 09673B70. Extremely good condition.

R 12500.00

D62

.22 Colt New Frontier Revolver
Solid frame SA Army, 6" round barrel. Case hardened frame. Blued fluted six shot cylinder,
includes .22 mag cylinder. Black compound factory grips with prancing Colt and Eagle. Barrel
mounted ejector rod, loading gate to right of frame, adjustable rear sight, fixed front sight. Serial
number G133679. Excellent condition but for small pit mark to exterior of barrel.

R 5000.00

D63

.22lr Colt Officers Model Match Revolver

R 6500.00
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Serial number 82438 dates the revolver 1952-1969. Double action target revolver, blue 6" barrel,
adjustable sights. Barrel marked "Officers Model Match". Slight loss of varnish finish to
chequered wooden factory grips, metalwork in excellent condition.
D64

.38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Satin nickel finish, 2" barrel, Pachmayr grips. Serial number S3864. Some light scratches to
finish, otherwise good condition.

R 3000.00

D65

.38spl Colt Agent 1st Issue Revolver
Blued, 2" barrel, alloy frame, chequered walnut grips with silver Colt medallion. Serial number
A84835. Overall mint condition and possibly unfired.

R 5000.00

D66

.38spl Colt Cobra Revolver [SAS-SAR]
Shrouded hammer to alloy frame with 2" barrel. Chequered wooden grips. Colt logo to them.
Serial number A79694. Unusually the revolver is "SAS-SAR" marked, indicating issue by the SA
Railways. Good original condition.

R 3500.00

D67

.38spl Colt Agent 2" Blue Revolver
Matt blue finish, 2" magna-ported barrel, plain wooden grips with Colt emblem. Serial number
W38095. Very good condition.

R 4500.00

D68

.357mag Colt Model 357 Revolver
Blued finish, 6" barrel. Considered a deluxe version of the "Trooper" model. Special target wide
hammer and large target type factory chequered grips. Manufactured in 1955. There were fewer
than 15000 produced. Some loss of finish to cylinder & barrel overall good condition with some
wear to the grips.

R 5000.00

D69

.357mag Colt Trooper 4" Blue Revolver
Chequered walnut grips, slight holster wear to muzzle. Manufactured 1954. Good original overall
condition.

R 5500.00

D70

.357mag Colt Lawman MK III Revolver
Blue, 2,25" barrel, chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Serial no.95242J. Very good
plus original condition.

R 5500.00

D71

.357mag Colt Python Revolver
Scarce 2,5" barrel variant with adjustable sights. Chequered walnut grips with Colt monogram.
Apartheid era revolver with WR number applied to butt. Some fading to finish but good original
condition overall.

D72

.32 Colt New House Revolver - Pre 1898
Single action "New house 41" revolver for .32 cal cartridge. Manufactured 1883, British proofs,
Rosewood grips to square butt, 2,35" barrel. Approx 60% original finish, good condition but a few
light dings to metal work. Includes original leather holster. In good plus condition.

R 4350.00

D73

.32 Colt New Pocket Revolver
Nickel finish, 2" barrel. Serial number 21382 indicates 1903 manufacture. DA mechanism faulty,
rest good to good plus condition.

R 2500.00

D74

.44wcf Colt 1878 Frontier Revolver - Pre 1898
Serial number 30863 ca 1892. Birdshead grips, factory black chequered vulcanite grips with Colt
prancing horse logo. Lanyard ring in place. "Colt Frontier Six Shooter" to 4,75" barrel which
has a reasonable bore. No original finish remaining to revolver. Crisp markings. Some isolated
patches of light pitting. Good working order, good overall.

R 12500.00

D75

.45 Colt Single Action Army Revolver
First generation revolver ca. 1928, 7,5" barrel, original ivory grips with silver Colt logo to both
sides, carved steers head to left hand side & silver plate to right hand side. Repaired crack to
right hand grip. Drag marks to cylinder from cylinder stop, two light pit marks to frame below
cylinder. Some fading to overall finish to pistol, crisp lettering & edges. Good original condition
overall.

R 22500.00

D76

.455 Colt New Service Revolver - Engraved
Profusely and skilfully engraved by Armin Winkler. Basket weave type coverage with gold border
inlays and scroll to frame, cylinder and barrel. Custom wooden grips fitted. Colour case hardened
trigger & hammer. Serial number 71249 indicates 1914 manufacture. Excellent condition with
sharp and crisp markings to revolver.

R 10500.00

D77

.357mag Colt SA Army Revolver
Nickel finish, 5,5" barrel. Colt Rampant Stallion American Eagle logo to grips. Produced 1966.
Mint condition.

R 17500.00

D78

.455 Webley Mk III Service Revolver

R 10000.00
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Pre-1898. Nickel plated finish. Commercial variant rather than military issue. Chequered hard
rubber grips with lanyard ring. "Jan Smuts" number professionally applied to RH side of barrel.
Commercial British proofs. Top strap marked to "P. Webley & Son London & Birmingham".
Very good plus to excellent original condition.
D86

.32rf Smith & Wesson No 2 Tip Up Revolver
No. 2 Old Model aka No. 2 Old Army. Single action on tip up frame with six shot non-fluted
cylinder. Octagonal ribbed 6" barrel marked "Smith & Wesson Springfield Mass". Cylinder
marked "Patented April 3 1866, July 5 1859 & Dec 17 1860". Rosewood grips, blued finish,
serial number 49463. Manufactured ca. 1861-1874. A popular Civil War sidearm. Some very light
fleck marks to frame, otherwise condition is very good to excellent original condition with high %
original finish displayed. A particularly good specimen in very good original condition.

D87

.32rf S&W Model No.1 1/2 New Model Revolver
Also known as the Model 1 1/2 2nd issue. Single action, tip up frame, with birdshead round grip,
3,5" ribbed barrel. Rosewood smooth grips, spur trigger with no guard and 5-shot fluted cylinder.
Serial number 60093, made 1868-1875. Original blued finish now faded to an overall bluish/grey
patina. Good to very good plus original condition.

R 3150.00

D88

.32rf S&W Number 2 Old Model Revolver - Pre 1898
Also known as the No.2 Old Army. Single action revolver built on a tip-up frame with a six shot
non-fluted cylinder. Octagonal ribbed 6" barrel which is marked "Smith & Wesson Springfield
Mass.". Cylinder marked "Patented April 3, 1855, July 5,1859 & Dec.18, 1860". Serial number
25023. Approx. 80% original finish, excellent barrel. Crisp action.

R 11500.00

D89

.44 S&W Second Model American Revolver
Pre-1898. Also known as the Model No.3 2nd model Single action. Top break, 8" round ribbed
barrel. Square butt frame with no knuckle on backstrap. Barrel mounted latch and long ejector
housing. Six shot fluted cylinder. One of six hundred and four revolvers that were manufactured
for a shoulder stock which is unfortunately now missing. Serial number 30209 manufactured
1872-74. Period British proofs. Very little original blued finish remaining to revolver. Overall silver
grey finish. There is some light pitting to front and backstraps. Intermittent cocking fault. Overall
good.

R 9500.00

D90

.44russian S & W New Model Number Three Revolver
Although the new model 3 was catalogued into the early 1900's, all frames were manufactured
by 1898, making the gun an antique. Double action, top break model revolver in .44&w Russian.
Blued frame with 6" barrel and black chequered hard rubber grips. Serial number 10163. Late
production model with 1 9/16" cylinder. Excellent overall condition. A scarce gun.

R 12500.00

D91

.44russian S&W Double Action 1st Model Revolver
Pre-1898. Also known as the New model Navy No.3 revolver. All frames were manufactured
prior to 1898 making the gun a US antique. Top break action, ribbed 6,5" barrel, smooth wooden
grips, six shot. Moderate knuckle to backstrap, 90% original blued finish, 100% case hardening
to hammer and trigger, smooth wooden grips show slight under sizing to top of frame and have
most probably been refinished with an oil finish. Two line address to barrel. Target style rear sight
which adds a premium to value. Serial number 36969. Good to good plus.

R 22500.00

D92

.45 Smith & Wesson New Mod Number 3 Revolver
Round butt frame with moderate knuckle on backstrap. Barrel mounted latch. Single action,
blued, 6,5" ribbed round barrel, smooth walnut grips, factory adjustable rear sight and short
ejector housing. "Jan Smuts" number to side of barrel. Original serial number 35252 to bottom
of butt. Built 1879 - 1898. Approximately 70% original finish remaining with overall thinning to
blue. Fine original condition.

R 12500.00

D93

.38 Smith & Wesson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Pre-1898 3rd model. Five shot, 6" barrel, hard rubber grips. Marked "Smith & Wesson
Springfield Mass U.S.A.". Hammerless safety. Serial number 115339. Fair condition, some
light pitting to exterior of barrel little original finish remaining.
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D94

.22rf Smith & Wesson 1st Mod Of 1891 Target Pistol
Hard rubber grips with S&W logo to them, 6" barrel. Marked "Smith & Wesson Springfield
Mass USA" & "Mod of 91". 80% original nickel finish, 90% case colour to hammer. Serial
number 15633. Only 862 of the 1st model were built in .22lr caliber. The .38 Single action frame
with recoil shield was utilised for building the pistol. Serial number on the front strap of the grip.
Excellent bore.

R 7500.00

D95

.22 Smith & Wesson Ladysmith 2nd Model Revolver
Manufactured 1906-1910, serial number 10546. Built on the M-frame. Solid frame hand ejector,
3" round barrel, blued, seven shot fluted cylinder. Cylinder latch to front of cylinder axis pin,
chequered black hard rubber grips on RHS repaired. High % original finish with some very light
freckling to finish. Overall good original condition.

R 5000.00

D96

.38 Smith & Wesson 3rd Model Revolver
Top break, nickel finish, 3,25" barrel. Serial number 307149 indicates US antique status. Some
loss of finish and slight chips to where grips are pinned in place. Overall fair to good condition.

R 3000.00

D97

.38 Smith & Wesson DA 3rd Mod Revolver- Pre 1898
Top break, 3.25" barrel, red & black hard rubber chequered grips. Square backed trigger guard.
Manufactured 1884-1895. Very good refinished condition.

R 2500.00

D98

.38S&W Smith & Wesson DA 4th Mod Revolver
Top break, nickel finish, 3,25" barrel. Serial number 390409. Manufactured 1898. Very good
condition.

R 3250.00

D99

.38 Smith & Wesson 1899 3rd Mod Revolver
Double action, 3rd model, 3,25" barrel. Blued finish, chequered hard rubber grips with S&W logo
to them. Serial number 471897. Good plus original condition with high % original finish .

R 2500.00

D100

.32 Smith & Wesson D/A 4th Model Revolver
Five shot fluted cylinder, ribbed barrel of 2" length, grips of chequered rubber with S&W
monogram on a round butt frame. Top-break action. Serial number 214027 indicates 1883-1909
manufacture. Some loss of finish to cylinder and high spots, overall good original.

R 1750.00

D101

.32 Smith & Wesson Safety Hammerless Revolver
First model gun produced 1888-1902. Bow-shaped trigger guard, 3,5" barrel, 1st model is
distinguished by the push-down barrel latch. Two screws securing side-plate. Serial number
63977. Barrel marked to "Cogswell & Harrison 226 Strand London". Approx 75% original
finish remaining to gun. Good to good plus original condition.

R 1750.00

D102

.38S&W Smith & Wesson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Fourth model. Barrel length of 3,25", chequered hard rubber grips with S&W logo to them, 5 shot.
Serial number 168194, the 4th model was manufactured 1898 to 1907. Some wear to original
finish, good working order and condition.

R 2450.00

D103

.32 Smith & Wesson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Third model manufactured 1909-1937. Top break with "lemon squeezer" grip safety. Chip to
bottom of left hand grip. Much original finish.

R 1850.00

D104

.38 Smith & Wesson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Fourth model manufactured 1898-1907. Top break, 3,25" barrel, nickel plated, chequered grip
safety. Some loss of finish to nickel plating, rest good overall.

R 2250.00

D105

.32 Smith & Wesson 2nd Pattern 1898 Revolver
Top break DA only, 3" round ribbed barrel, safety to grip, nickel finish, chequered black hard
rubber grips with S&W logo on round butt frame, fluted five shot cylinder, concealed hammer.
Serial number 143923. Fine original condition.

R 1900.00

D106

.32 S&W 3rd Model Safety Hammerless Revolver
Top break, DA only. Rare 2" round ribbed barrel, safety to grip, nickel finish, chequered black
hard rubber grips with S&W logo on round butt frame, fluted five shot cylinder, concealed
hammer. Serial number 186900. Excellent original condition.

R 2500.00

D107

.38 S & W Safety Hammerless 3rd Model Revolver
Pre-1898. The 3rd model was manufactured 1890 to 1898. Nickel finish to 3,25" barrel,
chequered hard rubber grips with chip to bottom of RH grip. Fluted cylinders, double action only
mechanism with a backstrap safety. Approx 75-80% original nickel remaining, good original
condition overall.

R 1800.00
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D108

.38 Smith & Wesson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Pre 1898. 2nd Model manufactured 1887-1890. Nickel finish, 3,25" barrel, chequered hard
rubber grips with S&W logo. Some loss of finish to nickel on frame, finish on barrel still good.
Good overall.

R 2500.00

D109

.32 Smith & Wesson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Second model, manufactured 1902-1909. Ribbed 2" barrel. Chequered wooden grips. Fair to
good condition.

R 1500.00

D110

.32/20 Smith & Wesson M1905 Revolver
Hand ejector model of 1905, third change. Nickel finish, chequered walnut grips. Serial number
53467. Some loss of finish to nickel. Otherwise good condition. Includes period leather holster.

R 2850.00

D111

.38 Smith & Wesson 2nd Mod 1st Change Revolver
Nickel plated, 6" barrel, chequered walnut grips. Serial number 498426. Excellent bore, some
wear to the nickel plating.

R 3150.00

D112

.455 Smith & Wesson "Triple Lock" Revolver
Officially known as the .455 Mark 11 Hand Ejector 1st model, the production years were 191415. Built on the square butt N-frame. Scarce and sought after, the revolver is in very good
original condition. Revolver has 95% original finish, crisp checkering and Smith & Wesson
monogram to grips, 6,5" barrel with British proof marks. Good plus to excellent overall.

D113

.455 Smith & Wesson 2nd Mod Hand Ejector Revolver
WW1 Allied service pistol with 6,5" barrel. Serial number 39989. Military acceptance/inspection
stamps & "Jan Smuts" number to frame. Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Very
good original condition.

R 3500.00

D114

.45acp/ar Smith & Wesson Mod 1917 Revolver
1937 Version made by Smith & Wesson for Brazil. Brazilian crest to RH side over "1937". Barrel
length of 5,5". chequered walnut grips with S&W monogram to square butt. Lanyard ring.
Revolver can be used with .45AR ammo or .45acp with half-moon clips. Spare Pachmayr grips,
full moon clips x 6, 1/2 & 1/3 moon clips. Approx 90% original finish with small patch of lost blue
behind crest and a few light scratches to finish. Good bore, good to good plus overall.

R 4500.00

D115

.38spl Smith & Wesson Early Model M&P Revolver
Chequered wood grips with S&W logo and lanyard ring to bottom of grips, 6" barrel. British
military acceptance stamps to frame. Serial number 679920. Good original condition.

R 2500.00

D116

.38 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Revolver
British proofs, 5" barrel with smooth walnut grips. Good plus condition.

R 1700.00

D117

.38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver
Factory chequered wooden grips with S&W logo. Bright blue factory finish & 4" barrel length.
Serial number 691619. Good to good plus condition.

R 2500.00

D118

.38spl Smith & Wesson M&P Target Revolver
Fine adjustable rear sights and blade foresight to 6" barrel. Grooved front & backstraps. Factory
chequered walnut grips with S&W logo to them. Serial number 673344. Extremely good condition
with excellent original finish to it.

R 4000.00

D119

.38S&W Smith & Wesson Mod11-4 Revolver
Ex. SAP issue, SAP markings to backstrap. Serial number C569408. Chambered for .38s&w
cartridge 178gr bullet, chequered wooden grips with S&W logo, some light wear to original gloss
blue finish. Good to good plus condition.

R 2750.00

D120

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod K-200 Revolver
British service revolver that has been rechambered and re-proofed for the .38spl. round by
Parker-Hale. Round 4" barrel with Parker-Hale ramped foresight. Chequered wooden grips with
circular logo to them and lanyard ring to square butt. Serial number 858435. British military
acceptance stamps and British commercial reproof under the barrel. Good condition.

R 1800.00

D121

.22lr Smith & Wesson M&P Conversion Revolver
Parker-Hale conversion of .38 "M&P" model revolver to .22lr with 6" barrel. "Parker-Hale .22
conversion" to barrel, adjustable sights and chequered wood grips with S&W logo to them.
Reproofed for .22lr. Good plus condition.

R 2500.00
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D122

.22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 18-2 Revolver
Serial number K499446, 4" barrel, excellent bore, six shot cylinder. Good original finish.
Pachmayr shoe fitted behind trigger guard for better grip. Very good condition.

R 6500.00

D123

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-6 Revolver
Presentation gun. Heavy 4" barrel with adjustable sights. Jewelled trigger and hammer spur.
Barrel marked "Smith & Wesson Springfield Mass Made in USA". Back strap marked "To
Adv P.J.T, Oosthuizen From N.R.A of America". Serial number C659703. Excellent condition.

R 3250.00

D124

.38spl Smith & Wesson M15-4 Revolver
Adjustable sights, 4" barrel, matt re-blue to metalwork. Serial number 88K7076. Good condition.

R 3150.00

D125

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 15-2 Revolver
"U.S.A.F" marked to frame, 4" barrel, adjustable sights. Chequered wooden factory grips with
slight chip to bottom of RH grip. Slight holster wear to muzzle. Overall good plus condition.

R 4000.00

D126

.38spl Smith & Wesson M10-8 4" Blue Revolver
Also known as the "M&P", produced ca. 1987. Heavy 4" barrel, chequered square butt grips with
S&W medallion. Some faint scratches to grips, otherwise very good plus to excellent condition.

R 3500.00

D127

.38spl Smith & Wesson M14-4 Revolver
The 6" barrel has a top rib, an excellent bore and factory micro-adjustable sights fitted. Factory
blue finish is 98%, hammer and trigger colour case hardened. Apartheid era import with WR
serial number to the revolver. Pachmayr rubber grips fitted. Excellent condition.

R 3750.00

D128

.32s&w long Smith & Wesson Mod 31-1 Revolver
Built on S&W J-frame with 3" barrel and chequered wooden grips with S&W logo. Serial number
728861. Some holster wear to muzzle and a few light surface scratches. Overall good to good
plus original condition.

R 3250.00

D129

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 33-1 Revolver
Serial number 107010, blued finish in great shape. The 4" (10cm) barrel has an excellent bore,
five shot cylinder, chequered factory wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Very good condition.
Scarce.

R 4500.00

D130

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 37 Revolver
Five shot, 3" barrel, blue finish, alloy frame and chequered wood grips. Serial number 612020.
Shows slight holster wear but in overall very good original condition.

R 4500.00

D131

.357mag Smith &Wesson Mod 13-2 Revolver
Blue, 4" barrel with chequered S&W magna grips. Apartheid era import with WR number applied.
Excellent condition.

R 5000.00

D132

.22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 18-3 Revolver
Ribbed 4" barrel with adjustable sights, S&W logo to chequered square butt grips. Serial number
8K73543. Good plus to excellent overall condition.

R 8150.00

D133

.38spl Smith & Wesson M12-2 Revolver
Lightweight alloy frame, 2" barrel, six shot with chequered wooden grips carrying S&W
monogram. Serial number D854665. Very good to excellent condition.

R 4500.00

D134

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 36 Revolver
Blued, 2" barrel, three screw model, chequered walnut grips, 5 shot fluted cylinder. Chequered
factory wooden grips with inlaid S&W logo. Serial number J930165. Light holster wear to sharp
edges of frame & barrel, rest good plus condition.

R 3500.00

D135

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 38 Revolver
Shrouded hammer, alloy frame 2" barrel snubbie. Chequered wooden factory grips with inlaid
S&W logo. Serial number 106493. Good plus condition.

R 3950.00

D136

.38spl Smith & Wesson Airweight Mod 37-2 Revolver
Aluminium frame, factory rubber grips, 2" barrel. Serial number BKC4351. Very good plus to
excellent condition.

R 3950.00

D137

.38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 60-1 Revolver
Stainless "Chiefs Special" with 2" barrel, adjustable rear sight and S&W rosewood grips with
inlaid S&W logo to them. Serial number 31916. Long regarded as the "ultimate snubbie".
Excellent condition.

R 4500.00
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D138

.38spl Smith & Wesson M 60 Revolver
Chequered wooden factory grips with S&W logo to them. Barrel length of 2". Serial number
R122263. Commonly known as the "Chiefs Special". German proofs to frame. Very good plus
to excellent condition.

R 4000.00

D139

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 28-2 Revolver
Commonly known as the "Highway Patrolman" it was built as a heavy duty working gun on the
large "N" frame. Adjustable sights to 6" barrel. Pachmayr grips fitted. Serial number N582134.
Some holster wear evident on barrel & cylinder, overall good condition.

R 6000.00

D140

.22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 17-6 Revolver
Solid frame, DA, 8,5" round ribbed barrel, blued, six shot fluted swing out cylinder, smooth
scalloped wooden grips with S&W medallion, full length lug, ramped front sight, adjustable rear
sight. Serial number BEW6329. Excellent condition.

R 7500.00

D141

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod of 1950 Revolver
Built on the N-frame, the first variant of which was known as the "Registered .357". This
revolver was built in late 1952-early 1953. Sporting a two tone finish which appears to have
been done at the factory, it has a nickelled cylinder and barrel and a gloss blued frame.
Adjustable sights with a 4" barrel and large smooth wooden grips with an S&W logo to them.
Serial no. S100229. Unusual and scarce. Very good condition.

R 6500.00

D142

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 19-5 Revolver
Ribbed round barrel of 2 3/8", ramped front sight, adjustable rear sight, chequered wooden grips
with S&W medallions to grips, blued, six shot fluted swing out cylinder. Serial number 225K008.
Excellent condition. The ultimate snubbie?

R 5500.00

D143

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 19-3 Revolver
Chequered wood grips with S&W monograms, 6" barrel, blued. Serial number 7K32260.
Excellent condition

R 5500.00

D144

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod19-4 Revolver
Blue finish, adjustable sights, 2,5" barrel. Chequered wooden grips with S&W monogram to
them. Serial number 83K0828. Very good condition.

R 5500.00

D145

.357mag Smith &Wesson Mod 19-4 Revolver
Black rubber Pachmayr grips, satin nickel finish, adjustable rear sight, 4" barrel. Serial number
53KJ8671. Good to very good condition.

R 5000.00

D146

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 19-5 Revolver
Serial number ABN0632, 2 5/8" barrel with top rib & adjustable sights. Chequered factory grips
with S&W logo to them. Excellent original condition with 98% original blue to revolver.

R 5500.00

D147

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 66-1 Revolver
Stainless with adjustable sights to 4" barrel and Pachmayr grips. Excellent original condition.

R 5500.00

D148

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 66-2 Revolver
Stainless steel construction. Adjustable sights, 4" barrel, chequered wooden grips with S&W logo
to them. Serial number AAUO480. Mint condition.

R 6500.00

D149

.357mag Smith & Wesson M686 Revolver
Stainless steel, Pachmayr black rubber grips, adjustable rear sight, 6" full under-rib heavy barrel.
Excellent condition.

R 6500.00

D150

.357mag Smith & Wesson M686-3 Revolver
Stainless steel solid frame double action, 2,5" heavy ribbed round barrel, red insert front sight,
adjustable black rear sight, shrouded extractor rod, six shot side swing fluted cylinder. Smooth
finger grooves to highly figured & sculpted wooden grips with S&W medallions to square butt
target L-Frame. Mint condition.

R 7500.00

D151

.357mag Smith &Wesson Mod 586 Target Revolver
Pachmayr grips, adjustable sights to 6" barrel, full length barrel weight. Serial number AJE1480.
Blued finish. Excellent condition.

R 6500.00

D152

.357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 586-3 Revolver
Serial number BEC1086 on the cylinder crane. A 5 3/4" (146mm) heavy barrel with built in top rib
and extended cylinder shroud, excellent bore. Adjustable rear sight. Excellent blue finish. Large
factory wooden grips. Excellent overall.

R 7500.00
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D153

.41mag Smith & Wesson Mod 657 Revolver
Stainless steel construction with adjustable sights & 3" barrel. Finger grooves sculpted to smooth
wooden factory grips with S&W logo to them. Serial number ANN0063. Good plus original
condition.

R 12500.00

D154

.44mag Smith & Wesson M29-2 4" Revolver
Blued, adjustable sights to 4" barrel, rubber grips. Serial number N137209. Very good condition.

R 12500.00

D155

.45acp Smith & Wesson Mod 25-2 Revolver
Blue, 6" barrel marked ".45 Cal. Model 1950" with adjustable sights to top strap. Chequered
wooden grips with S&W monograms. Serial number N338727. Scarce. Excellent condition.

R 14500.00

D156

.22lr Smith & Wesson Model 17-6 Revolver
Blued, 8 3/8" under-ribbed barrel with adjustable sights. Six shot fluted cylinder. Wooden wrap
around target type grips with the S&W logo to them. Serial number BEW6538. 99% original blue
to gun. Good plus to excellent condition.

R 7500.00

D157

.32mag Smith & Wesson Mod16-4 Revolver
Original Smith & Wesson target type, sculpted, wrap-around grips containing the S&W inlaid
cartouche, heavy under-ribbed 8,5" barrel with micro-adjustable sights. Serial no.BFE6453.
Excellent overall condition.

R 7500.00

D158

.22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 41 Target Pistol
Micro adjustable sights to 5,5" barrel. Chequered wooden grips. Serial number A576711.
Excellent original condition.

R 5000.00

D159

.22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 46 Target Pistol
Chequered plastic thumb rest grips. Micro adjustable sights to scarce 5" barrel variant. Serial
number 45343. An economy version of the M41, the M46 did not have the fine blue finish of the
M41 and neither did it have the carefully radiused corners of the M41. Produced 1959 to 1968.
Very good plus original condition.

R 5000.00

D160

.22lr Smith & Wesson M622 Field/Target Pistol
Alloy frame, 6" Barrel, adjustable sights, alloy/stainless construction. Ten shot capacity, black
plastic grips. Excellent condition.

R 7500.00

D161

9mmp Smith & Wesson Mod 39 Pistol
One of the very first double action pistols after the Walther P-38 had paved the way. Chequered
wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Alloy frame. Serial number 89791. Excellent condition.

R 6500.00

D162

.45acp Smith & Wesson Mod 645 Pistol
Stainless steel with holster and four spare magazines. Eight round magazine, D/A trigger,
hooked trigger guard, chequered front & backstraps, ambidextrous safety and combat sights.
Produced 1985 to 1988, the 645 represented the first commercial production of a .45 auto by
S&W. All in excellent original condition. Very seldom found in SA.

R 9500.00

D163

10,6mm Reich's Model 1879 Revolver
Manufactured by "V.C.S & C.G.H" of Suhl. Six round, single action revolver with a barrel length of
4,7"[117mm], safety catch and chequered wooden grips. Hammer does not lock-up as it should
and will require attention. Silver-grey finish to revolver with some light pitting. Fair condition.

R 1500.00

D164

7,63mm "Broomhandle" Mauser Pistol
In replacement wooden holster/shoulder stock with leather carrying sling. Early "Conehammer"
model serial number 3094 indicating manufacture 1897. Gun has been refinished at some stage
and now has approx. 70% of reblued finish remaining. Some light pitting under finish. Typically
worn bore, fair to good refinished condition.

R 7500.00

D165

9mm Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Early Luger pistol in 9mm caliber manufactured by DWM in 1911 without stock lug. Marked
"1911" on chamber and "DWM" on toggle. Rare "LP383" markings on backstrap, indicating
issue to German South West African "Landes Polizei". Fully original and complete with original
finish and original wooden grips and proof marks. Matching numbers on all parts including all
small parts. Matching number to magazine with small chip to wooden base. Excellent overall
condition, bore excellent, straw coloured parts still original and bright.

R 15000.00
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D166

9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Manufactured and marked "Erfurt 1918". Matching numbers to all parts except for correct
wooden base magazine. Gun has been reblued and new grips fitted. All good working order.

D167

9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Very early variant before the stock lug was introduced to the backstrap. Manufactured "Erfurt
1911". Matching numbers to all parts but for correct wooden base magazine. Imperial German
marking to front-strap. Includes military issue holster with spare magazine and cleaning rod. High
percentage original finish, overall good plus original condition.

R 14500.00

D168

9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol
SAP issue, in flap holster. "SAP" marks to frame plus "J. de Bruyn 1992" to grips. Good original
condition.
9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol
Alloy frame, black chequered grips. Manufactured 1974. Good plus original condition.

R 2750.00

D170

9mmk Walther PPK Pistol
German made pistol, proofed 1964. Includes 2 x spare magazines. Very good refinished
condition.

R 2950.00

D171

.32 J Kerr Open Frame Revolver - Pre 1898
Folding trigger revolver with 3,15" octagonal barrel. British proofs, "L A C London Armoury Co."
to cylinder, "J Kerr & Co 54 King William St E C" to barrel. Revolver has a very high % original
finish and is in good to very good original condition. WR number added to barrel.

R 2950.00

D172

.450 Joseph Harkom Revolver - Pre 1898
Solid frame double action, 5 5/8" octagonal barrel, plum brown patina to metalwork, two piece
chequered walnut grips with metal butt plate, six shot smooth unfluted cylinder, right hand barrel
mounted swivel ejecting rod. Marked to top strap "J Harkom Edinburgh". Very good condition.
Includes period leather flap type holster.

R 15000.00

D173

.450 William Clark Hills Patent Revolver- Pre 1898
Chequered wooden grips, 6" barrel, six shot, lanyard ring. Barrel marked "William Clark Maker
Patronised By H.R.H. The Prince Of Wales". William Clark traded from 1855 to 1900 and he
held the patronage to the Prince of Wales from 1866. Fairly unique design in which the barrel
and top strap hinged upwards for ejection purposes. 20% Blued finish remaining, fair to good
condition. Scarce.

R 7500.00

D174

.38 Hills Patent Revolver - Pre 1898
Octagonal 5" barrel marked "Hill's Patent Self Extractor". Nickel plated finish. Good bore. The
extractor is operated by a push-lever under the barrel which opens up the gun for
loading/unloading. Well- chequered wooden grips still in excellent shape. Slight loss of nickel
finish to top strap, rest good. Good to good plus condition.

R 6500.00

D175

.450 William Tranter DA Revolver - Pre 1898
Octagonal 3,5" barrel, chequered wooden grips, "Tranters patent" to frame. Finish faded to
bluish/grey. Good overall but for intermittently faulty trigger mechanism.
.45 Adams Patent Army Mk1 Revolver
One piece chequered wooden grip, lanyard ring, 6" barrel. Revolver is well marked with "C.M.R.
267" stamp signifying issue to Cape Mounted Rifles, addorsed arrows sold out of service mark,
British "W.D.11" signifying British War Department ownership and dated "10.71". Also marked
"Adam's Patent". All in white. Light pitting to action, trigger mechanism faulty and requires
attention.
.450 Adams Model 1872 "Army" Revolver - Pre 1898
First model with the rod-ejector type mechanism. Lanyard ring to chequered wooden grips, 6"
barrel marked to "Adams Patent Small Arms Co. 991 Strand London". Crisp barrel & frame
markings, good refinished condition.

R 3750.00

.450 Adams Constabulary Revolver - Pre 1898
A "Constabulary" type solid frame, six shot, side ejecting revolver with 5" barrel, retailed by
"Adams & Co 9 Finsbury Place South London". One or two small areas of light localized
pitting. Dark bluish-brown age patina overall.
.45 William Clark Revolver - Pre 1898
British Bulldog type pocket revolver with chequered wooden grips & 2,75" barrel. Silver grey
finish to metal work. Fair to good condition.

R 7500.00

D169

D176

D177

D178

D179
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R 9500.00

R 5500.00
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D180

.450 British Solid Frame DA Revolver - Pre 1898
Octagonal 4,75" barrel with ejector rod alongside barrel. Double action mechanism, chequered
wooden grips. British proof ca. late 1880's. Good original condition but for addition of WR
number to frame.

R 2750.00

D181

.450 C W Andrews Revolver - Pre 1898
Chequered wooden grips, 4" barrel, solid frame. R.I.C type configuration. Top strap marked "C
W Andrews Ld London". All good original condition but for addition of "Jan Smuts" number to
side of barrel.
.450 "Kynoch Gun Factory Aston" Revolver - Pre 1898
Built on "Tranter's Patent". Octagonal 6" barrel. Cylinder loading gate, chequered wooden
grips, lanyard ring. Straight line ejector rod. Very good refinished condition.
.476 Enfield Mk II Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Marked "Crown V.R, Enfield 1884 II". WD stamp to frame, UDF mark to frame & barrel. Crisp
cartouche to stock. Barrel length of 5,9", smooth wooden grips, lanyard ring to butt. Approx 90%
original finish to barrel and 80% cylinder which shows some light holster wear. Very good plus
original condition. Extremely scarce, particularly with UDF markings.

R 3850.00

D182

D183

R 7500.00

R 15000.00

D184

.45 "The Defender" Levaux Revolver - Pre 1898
Revolver patented in 1876 and built by various Liege manufacturers . Octagonal 4" barrel,
chequered wooden grips. Unique top-break design and non-fluted cylinder. Revolver has
suffered a fair loss of finish, approx. 40% original finish remaining. GWOC.

R 1500.00

D185

.45 Cogswell & Harrison Revolver - Pre 1898
Ribbed 5" barrel, chequered wooden grips, top break action. Good condition.

R 5500.00

D186

.455/476 Kynoch Revolver - Pre 1898
Chequered wooden grips. 6" Barrel, lanyard ring, hammerless, double trigger. Excellent
condition, 98% original nickel plating.

D187

.450 Webley Pryse Revolver by CW Andrews - Pre 1898
Ribbed octagonal 4,5" barrel. Very good overall with 10% original finish to frame. Excellent
chequered wood grips. Very good bore. Crisp action. Overall VGWO/C

R 6500.00

D188

.38 Westley Richards Revolver - Pre 1898
Pryse type revolver, marked to "Westley Richards & Co London". Approx 20% original blue
remaining, chequered wrap around walnut grips, lanyard ring to butt. Ribbed octagonal barrel of
5,75". "Jan Smuts" serial number to side of barrel. Good overall condition.

R 3500.00

D189

.38 European Bull Dog Type Revolver - Pre 1898
Top-break action, 3,25" barrel. Maker unknown- possibly J B Ronge. Very little finish remaining
to revolver. Chequered wooden grips. WR number applied to frame. Good working order.

R 1500.00

D190

.38 C. W. Andrews Revolver - Pre 1898
Octagonal 2,5" barrel, solid brass frame, chequered wooden grips, six shot. Top strap marked "C
W Andrews Ld London". Brass trigger guard and butt plate. British proofs. A fair degree of
original blue remaining to barrel and cylinder. Good overall condition.
.22 William Tranter Army & Navy Pistol - Pre 1898
Tranters patent single shot action with under lever release and 8,75" octagonal barrel. Barrel
marked "Army & Navy C.S.L. London" and frame marked "Tranter Patentee". Chequered
walnut grips. Some discolouration to original finish. Good original condition.

R 2500.00

D192

.230 Webley No 2 Rimfire Revolver - Pre 1898
Very early DA Webley revolver with ring trigger in obsolete caliber,1,78" barrel, chequered
wooden grips, no original finish remaining. Top strap marked "J. P. Walshe Gunmaker" &
"Webleys No.2 ,230 Rim" to side of frame. Fair to good original condition.

R 3500.00

D193

.38 Webley No. 2 Revolver - Pre 1898
No 2 Bulldog type revolver marked to "I.W. Laird & Co. 6 Bishopsgate St. Without London E
C". Good original condition but for loss of finish.
.380 Webley Mod No 2 Revolver - Pre 1898
Top strap marked "P Webley & Sons, London & Birmingham", frame marked "Webleys No.
2 .380 CF", 2,25" barrel. Some loss of finish to wearing areas/high spots. Overall good condition,
including original wooden chequered grips.

R 3000.00

D191

D194
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R 2500.00

R 2500.00
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D195

.450 Webley R.I.C. Mod 83 Revolver - Pre 1898
Five shot pocket revolver, 2,5" barrel, chequered wooden grips with lanyard ring. Very good plus
original condition.

R 6500.00

D196

.450 Webley M&P Revolver - Pre 1898
Webley serial number 85919 marked "Webleys" over manacled hands over "MP" for London
Metropolitan Police. Chequered walnut grips, 2,5" barrel. Good original condition.

R 3500.00

D197

.455 Webley R.I.C M83 Revolver - Pre 1898
Royal Irish Constabulary Model 83 5-shot revolver. Round 2,5" barrel, solid frame, chequered
wooden grips, lanyard ring to bottom of butt. Frame marked "Webleys R.I.C. Model 83 5-Shot".
A fair bit of discolouration to original finish.

R 3500.00

D198

.360 Webley No. 5 Revolver - Pre 1898
Chequered wooden grips with lanyard ring, 3" barrel, church steeple fluting to cylinders. Frame
marked "Webleys No.5 .360 CF". Some wear to high spots of barrel/frame, much original finish
overall. Good original condition. Obsolete caliber in U.K.

R 6500.00

D199

.450 Webley R.I.C. Mod 83 Revolver - Pre 1898
Nickel Finish. Chequered one piece walnut grips with lanyard ring. Barrel of 2,5" marked to "Army
& Navy C.S.L.", frame marked ".450 Webley's R.I.C. Model 83 5 shot". Mint condition.

R 6500.00

D200

.450 P. Webley & Son British Bulldog No 2 Revolver
Pre-1898. Ovate 2,5" barrel, solid frame, five shot, chequered wooden grips. Top strap marked
"The British Bulldog" & "P. Webley & Son London & Birmingham", frame marked "Webleys
No.2. 450 C.F." Approx 85% blue remaining to barrel and 20% remaining to frame. WR number
applied to frame. Good working order, good overall.

R 3500.00

D201

.450 "Ulster Bulldog" Revolver - Pre 1898
Barrel of 2,45" marked "The Ulster Bulldog J Braddell & Son Belfast". Typical British Bulldog
configuration with chequered walnut grips and ovoid form barrel. Silver grey finish, good original
condition.

R 3500.00

D202

.38 Westley Richards Bull Dog Revolver - Pre 1898
Solid frame, 2 3/8" barrel, five shot. Birmingham proofs, Top strap marked "Westley Richards &
Co London". Chequered wooden grips. Very good original condition
.45 Webley R.I.C No.1 Revolver - Pre 1898
Chequered wooden grips, 3,25" barrel. "W Kavanagh Dame St Dublin" to top strap, "Webleys
R.I.C. No. 1 .450 CF" under winged bullet logo to frame. Jan Smuts number applied to frame.
Approx. 60% original finish remaining. Good working order & condition.

R 2500.00

.450 Webley R.I.C. Revolver - Pre 1898
R.I.C. type revolver, 4" barrel, chequered wooden grips, lanyard ring. "C W Andrews Ld
London" to top strap. 70% plus original finish to revolver. Very good condition.
.45 Webley R.I.C. Revolver - Pre 1898
One piece squared wooden grip with lanyard ring, 4" barrel, silver grey finish to metal. Good
overall condition.

R 4500.00

D206

.450 Webley R.I.C No.1 Revolver - Pre 1898
Revolver has a 4,75" barrel, chequered wooden grips and lanyard ring to grip. Bright finish to
trigger & hammer. Some loss of finish to front strap, front of cylinder and muzzle. Overall,
revolver is in particularly good original condition. Includes period leather flap type holster with
handcuff pouch to front of holster.

R 6500.00

D207

.455 Webley Fosberry Revolver
Barrel length of 6", top strap marked "Webley Fosberry Automatic". Low 3-digit serial number,
chequered walnut grips with lanyard ring. High % original finish. Very good original condition. The
Fosberry was most probably the only successful "automatic revolver".

R 47500.00

D208

.450 Webley No 5 Revolver - Pre 1898
Double action, solid frame revolver with 5,5" barrel and Colt single action type ejector rod.
Chequered wooden grips. "P. Webley & Son Birmingham" to top strap. Very good original
condition with high % original finish. Slight loss of finish to ejector rod housing. Very good plus
original condition.

R 11500.00

D209

.450 Webley No. 5 Solid Frame Revolver - Pre 1898
Nickelled finish, 5,5" barrel, chequered wooden grips, 95% plus original nickel remaining, some
loss of finish & peppering to ejector rod housing otherwise good original finish.

R 5600.00

D210

.476 Webley No. 4 Revolver - Pre 1898

R 6500.00

D203

D204

D205
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Pryse double lever cylinder release, 5.5" semi-octagonal barrel, chequered wooden grips with
lanyard ring to base of grips. 1937 Arms act control numbers added to barrel. 25% Original finish.
Good working order. Includes period leather holster with straps for Sam Browne belt and lanyard
strap.
D211

D212

.22lr Webley & Scott Target Revolver
Chequered wood grips, 8" barrel with adjustable rear sight. Top strap marked "W S Target
Model" & ".22" below barrel. Isolated corrosion patch immediately ahead of lead on barrel.
Professionally reblued. Very good plus condition.
.455 Webley W.G. Target Revolver
Chequered wooden grips with small chip to front bottom on both sides & top rear on lh grip.
Adjustable rear sight, 7,5" barrel, 30% original finish remaining. Good overall but for loss of
finish.

R 5000.00

R 5500.00

D213

.455/476 Webley WG Army Mod 1892 Revolver
Pre 1898. Barrel 6", 1892 normal flutes, birdshead butt, rubber grips. "Army & Navy C.S.L."
markings to barrel, "W.G. Army Model" to top strap, "Webley Patents" to frame. Approx 80%
original finish remaining, good plus condition.

R 16500.00

D214

.455 Webley W S Target Model Revolver
Chequered wooden grips with lanyard ring, adjustable rear sight, 7,5" barrel, chequered trigger.
Commercial proof. Excellent bore, approx. 85% original finish, thumbnail area of very light pitting
to underside of barrel. Very good original condition.

R 12500.00

D215

.455 Webley Mk 1 Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Birdshead butt, 4" barrel, rubber grips. Well marked with military acceptance stamps. Good
original condition.

R 4850.00

D216

.455 Webley Mk II Service Revolver - Pre 1898
Well marked, backstrap reads "3 1900 44.ASC TPD 203". Sold out of service stamps to frame.
Very good original condition but for slight chip to bottom of right hand grip.
.455 Webley Mk III Service Revolver - Pre1898
Extensive military markings. Slight loss of finish to barrel area. Good original condition overall.

R 5500.00

D218

.455 Webley Mk4 Service Revolver
Barrel length of 4", chequered hard rubber grips with lanyard ring. Well marked with military
acceptance/inspection plus military disposal addorsed arrows. Appears to have had a military
reblue. Good plus refinished condition.

R 2500.00

D219

.45acp/455 Webley &Scott Mk IV Revolver
Birdshead with clips to fire .45acp ammo, 4" barrel, sold out of service marked.

R 2000.00

D220

455 Webley Mk 4 Service Revolver
In military issue leather holster with ammo pouch to carrying strap. Pistol is well-marked with
"C.A./SAC 06" markings to frame, deleted "SAC" & "SAP" markings to back strap. Some loss of
finish to frame, overall good original condition.

R 3250.00

D221

.455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
Military acceptance/inspection stamps to barrel of 4" (104mm). British broad arrow military
ownership stamp to various parts of revolver. Deleted "R.F.A." stamp to back strap. Good to
good plus original condition.

R 4250.00

D222

.455 Webley Mk V Service Revolver
Scarce Mk V revolver. Dated 1915. Military acceptance/inspection stamps to frame & barrel.
Possible military refinish to metal work. Grips showing some signs of wear. Good overall.

R 4500.00

D223

.455 Webley Mk 6 Service Revolver
Barrel length of 6", chequered hard rubber grips with lanyard ring. Dated 1917. Well marked with
military acceptance/inspection stamps. Good plus original condition.

R 2950.00

D224

.455 Webley Mark 6 Service Revolver
Barrel length of 6", chequered hard rubber grips. Extensive military markings. Lanyard ring
missing, rest good original condition.

R 2650.00

D225

.455 Enfield Armoury Mk IV Service Revolver
Scarce Enfield manufactured variant of the Mk 6 Webley service revolver, 6" barrel, frame
marked "Enfield MkVI 1925". Broad arrow to top strap. Small chip to bottom of RH grip
otherwise very good original condition.

R 4500.00

D217
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D226

.455 Webley Mk 6 Service Revolver
Dated 1918, 6" barrel, lanyard ring to grip. Well marked with British military acceptance stamps,
UDF ownership marks and sold out of service markings. Very good plus to excellent condition.

R 4500.00

D227

.455 Enfield Mk6 Service Revolver
Manufactured post WW1 by the Enfield lock Armoury, the Enfield was virtually a straight copy of
the Webley Mk 6. "Enfield MkV1 1926" to frame, Includes military webbing holster dated 1942
and military stamped brass cleaning rod. All in excellent original condition.

R 4500.00

D228

9mm Webley Mod1909 Pistol
Serial number indicates 1914/15 manufacture. Chambered for the 9mm Browning Long calibre.
The 1909 was unique at the time as it was fitted with a special grip safety complete with hammer
and sear which could be detached from the handle as a self contained unit. The pistol also
featured a patented breech hold-open device and a unique magazine latch, and was very
advanced in those years. The pistol has a 5" barrel and eight round magazine capacity. The
pistol shows some holster wear to the slide but has approx. 80% of original bright blued finish
remaining. Complete with original bright finished magazine. Good plus overall condition.

R 14500.00

D229

9mmp Webley Mod 1922 Pistol
Blued, 5" barrel, black chequered hard rubber grips with lanyard ring. Serial number 147445
identifies this pistol as one of the 1000 pistols ordered by the South African UDF in 1925 at a
cost of 72 shilling and threepence. This price included a cleaning rod and spare magazine. There
was a total of 1893 models of this pistol manufactured of which the Ministry of War in Latvia
purchased 100 and the rest were sold commercially. The pistol appears to have been refinished
at some stage although markings are all still crisp and there are some light pit marks under the
finish of the top of the slide. Good overall.

R 8500.00

D230

6,35mm Webley Mod 1912 Pistol
Built October 1936, hammerless with chequered hard rubber grips. Good plus condition.

R 2500.00

D231

.32acp Webley Mod 1908 Pistol
Black chequered hard rubber grips, external hammer. Approx 98% original blue remaining. Pistol
is in very good plus to excellent original condition.

R 4500.00

D232

7,65mm Webley Mod 1905 Pistol
Black hard rubber chequered grips, 3,5" barrel. Transitional model built June 1908 fitted with
short extractor, thinner hammer without safety lever to it and larger stock plate cups. Approx 75%
bright blue remaining to pistol and all in good working order.

R 2500.00

D234

7,65mm Webley Mod 1921 Pistol
Round 3,5" barrel, fixed front and rear sights, triangular serrations to rear of slide, open bright
hammer, chequered wooden grips, 8 round magazine, safety to left of frame. Very good plus
condition. Includes leather flap type period holster.

R 2500.00

D235

.320 W.P. (Webley Pocket) Revolver
Obsolete calibre in UK. Nickel finish, 3" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Serial number 2442.
Some loss of nickel plating to RHS ahead of cylinder but overall good plus original condition.

R 4500.00

D236

.38 P Webley & Son Mk III Revolver
Small frame, large chequered walnut grips, 3" [76mm] barrel length. High % original finish, good
plus original condition.

R 2750.00

D237

.38 Webley & Son Mk III Revolver
Small frame with chequered black hard rubber grips. Nickel finish, 3" barrel. Marked "Standard
Bank" to back strap. All good original condition but for small chip to bottom of LH grip.

R 2000.00

D238

.38 Webley Mk III Revolver
Small frame with barrel of 4" [102mm]. High gloss factory blue with high % original blue
remaining. Good plus overall but for chip to bottom of LH grip.

R 2250.00

D239

.38 Webley & Son Mk III Revolver
Small frame, 3" barrel [76mm] marked to "A P Walshe Kimberley & Johannesburg". Chequered
hard rubber grips. Approx 75-80% factory blue remaining. Good overall.

R 2500.00

D240

.32 Webley & Scott Mk III Revolver
Barrel of 3", small frame size. Chequered hard rubber grips. Very good plus condition.

R 4500.00
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D241

.32 Webley & Scott Mk IV Revolver
Safety catch to frame, 3" barrel, short grip. Mint condition

R 1600.00

D242

.38/200 Webley Mk IV Revolver
Large frame with 3,5" barrel which is unusual to encounter on a military model. "War Finish".
Broad arrow to frame. Good to very good refinished condition.
.38 Webley Mark 4 Service Revolver
SAP marked. Chequered black hard rubber grips with lanyard ring. Barrel length 5". Barely
perceptible bulge to barrel directly ahead of cylinder, rest good original condition.

R 1500.00

.38 Webley Mk4 Service Revolver
"War Finish" model which has been refurbished, possibly by the SAP. Barrel length of 5",
chequered hard rubber grips and lanyard ring. Very good refurbished condition.
.38 Webley & Scott Mk 4 Service Revolver
Marked SAP with 5" barrel. Very good arsenal refinished condition.

R 1450.00

D246

.38 Webley Mark 4 Service Revolver
SAP marked. Barrel length of 5". Good original condition.

R 1650.00

D247

.38 Webley & Scott Mk 4 Service Revolver
Large frame, 5" barrel, "SAP" marked. Very good original condition.

R 2250.00

D248

.38 Webley Mark 4 Service Revolver
SAP marked. Barrel length of 5". Good original condition.

R 1650.00

D249

.38 Webley Mk4 Service Revolver
"War Finish" model with British military acceptance/inspection stamps. Barrel length of 5",
chequered hard rubber grips and lanyard ring to butt. Some fading to finish but good original
condition overall.

R 1650.00

D250

.32 Long Webley Mk IV Revolver
Large frame with 4" barrel. Excellent condition with 98% original finish.

R 1850.00

D251

.38 Albion England Enfield No2 Mk 1** Revolver
Ribbed 5" barrel, top break, synthetic grips. Left hand frame "SAP", right hand frame "Albion
over No. 2 MK 1** over 1942". Brass escutcheon in butt. Excellent arsenal refurbished
condition.
.38 Enfield No. 2 Mk 1* Service Revolver
Frame marked "D No.2 MK1 *" indicating Enfield armoury manufacture. Ribbed wooden grips, 5"
barrel, lanyard ring to butt. Dual action model with hammer spur. Revolver is in a good plus
arsenal refinished condition.

R 1850.00

D253

.380/9mmk Beretta Mod 84BB Pistol
Includes spare 13 round magazine. Alloy frame D/A trigger mechanism and 3,9" barrel length.
Very good condition.

R 2500.00

D254

.380/9mmk Beretta Mod 84BB Pistol
Includes spare 13 round magazine. Alloy frame D/A trigger mechanism and 3,9" barrel length.
Very good condition.

R 2500.00

D255

.380/9mmk Beretta Mod 84BB Pistol
Thirteen round magazine. Alloy frame D/A trigger mechanism and 3,9" barrel length. Good plus
condition.

R 2450.00

D256

7,65mm Beretta Mod 70 Pistol
Black chequered plastic grips, 3,5" barrel, alloy frame, single column magazine. Excellent original
condition.

R 2500.00

D257

.22lr Domino Mod 602 Target Pistol
Micro-adjustable sights to 4" barrel, full orthopaedic grip. Includes spare grip plus spare
magazine. Excellent condition.

R 3500.00

D258

.22lr Hi-Standard Supermatic Citation Target Pistol
Also known as the Model 102. Weighted 7" barrel with removable muzzle brake. Orthopaedic
chequered wooden grips. Ten round magazine capacity. Micro-adjustable sights. Good to good
plus original condition.

R 3000.00

D259

.45acp Ithaca M1911A1 Pistol
Slide marked "Ithaca Gun Co. Inc. Ithaca N.Y.", frame marked "United States Property M1911
A1 U.S. Army" with serial number 1810797 to frame. Finish on pistol appears to an arsenal reparkerising. British proofs to barrel. Black chequered military type grips. Good condition.

R 11500.00

D243

D244

D245

D252
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D260

.45 Orbea Hermanos Eibar Revolver
Spanish built S&W copy with top-break action, 4" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips with
lanyard ring. Monogrammed grips looks remarkably like S&W as does the whole appearance of
the firearm. Obviously an attempt to cash in on S&W popularity. Fading to finish and faulty trigger
return spring.

R 1500.00

D261

7,65mm FN Browning Mod 1922 Pistol
Later variant with 4,5" barrel, grip safety and adjustable sights. Very good original condition but
for missing rear sight element.

R 2500.00

D262

9mmp FN-HP Pistol
The first of the large frame double stack magazine pistols, the "Hi-Power" achieved legendary
status. Barrel length of 4,7", 13rd. magazine and single action trigger mechanism. Chequered
wooden grips and extended safety catch. Manufactured 1976. Excellent original condition.
Includes pistol caddy plus accessories.

R 4750.00

D263

9mmp FN-HP Pistol
Barrel length of 4,7", 13rd. magazine and single action trigger mechanism. Chequered wooden
grips. Excellent original condition.

R 4500.00

D264

.357mag Ruger Security Six Revolver
Adjustable sights to 4" barrel. Blued finish, chequered wooden grips with Ruger logo to them.
Very good condition.

R 2750.00

D265

.357mag Astra "Police" Model Revolver
Revolver has the interesting feature of a quick release catch on the cylinder allowing it to be
changed for 9mmp cylinder. Chequered wooden grips with Astra logo to them. Barrel length of
3". Good to good plus original condition.

R 2750.00

D266

.357mag Manurhin Mod MR73 Revolver
Double action revolver with shrouded 3" barrel. Blued finish, chequered wooden grips with
Manhurin logo set into the bottom of each side. Some slight holster wear to muzzle, overall good
plus original condition. Long regarded as the one of the more desirable revolvers.

R 3750.00

D267

357mag Korth Revolver
Blued with 6" ventilated rib barrel and adjustable sights. Finger groove chequered target type
wooden grips. The Korth has a fairly unique cylinder quick release mechanism to the side of the
frame. Made in W. Germany and proofed in 1999. The Korth is an expensive and sought after
revolver. Excellent condition.

R 5500.00

D268

9mmp Star Mod B Service Pistol
SADF marked "M within U". Some light holster wear to slide, overall good to good plus
condition.
.22lr Astra Cadix Revolvers x 2
Barrel lengths of 2" & 4". Both with holsters. Both in good clean condition.

R 3500.00

D269

R 1450.00

D270

.454 Casull Freedom Arms Revolver
Single action revolver constructed out of stainless steel with a ported 7,5" barrel and a Leupold
M8-2X extended eye relief stainless brushed finish pistol scope. Stainless factory scope mounts.
Non fluted cylinders for added strength. Laminated wooden grips. Revolver is in mint condition.
The ultimate hunting handgun?

D271

9mmp Sterling HMC
Designed to replace the Sten gun, the Sterling was a far superior item and developed a
reputation for reliability. This was aided by a decent magazine with a roller feed mechanism. Ex
Rhodesian army issue. Good working order and condition.

R 6500.00

D272

12ga Protecta Shotgun
SA designed & manufactured combat shotgun with folding stock, 12 round drum magazine, and
14,5" barrel. Twist grip action. Good plus condition.

R 3250.00

D273

12ga Protecta Shotgun
SA designed & manufactured combat shotgun with folding stock, 12 round drum magazine, and
14,5" barrel. Twist grip action. Good plus condition.

R 3250.00

D274

9mmp H&K MP5 HMC
Telescoping stock, frame marked "EN MP5". Yugoslav issue model with Yugoslav coat of arms
to receiver. Barrel length of 9" with triple lug to the muzzle for fitting of different muzzle devices.
Three position "S.E.F" selector but HMC can only fire in semi-auto configuration. Selector
introduced 1990. Excellent condition.

R 45000.00

D275

6,35mm PAF Pistol
Manufactured by "Pretoria Arms Factory" in the 1950/60's. Good plus original condition.
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CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
Lot #

Lot Description

Estimate

E1

.22lr Uberti Cattleman Single Action Revolver
Brass grip straps, colour case-hardened frame, blued 6,5" barrel, adjustable sights, wooden
handles. All in very good condition.

R 2500.00

E2

.44 Cap & Ball Replica Revolver
Italian made replica of the "New Model Army". Octagonal 8" barrel, brass trigger guard &
smooth wooden grips. Good plus original condition.
.44 Euroarms Cap & Ball Revolver
Euroarms made stainless replica of the "New Model Army" with octagonal 8" barrel and brass
trigger guard. Extremely good condition.
.22lr/mag Uberti Stallion Single Action Revolver
Includes .22lr. and magnum cylinders. Adjustable sights to 5,5" barrel. Blued finish, colour casehardened frame. Smooth walnut grips. Very good condition.

R 2500.00

E5

9mmp Tara Pistol
Brand new ex-dealer stock. Polymer frame with tactical under-rail, D/A trigger mechanism,
seventeen round magazine. Built in Moldova.

R 5500.00

E6

9mmp Glock Mod 17 Pistol
In manufacturer's box with spare magazine, mag loader, cleaning rod & manual. Gen 1 pistol.
Excellent condition.

R 5000.00

E7

9mmp CZ75 Pistol Boxed
In manufacturer's box with spare magazine. Good to good plus condition.

R 6500.00

Lot #

Lot Description

F1

.303 No 5 Jungle Carbine
Variant made by Gibbs Rifle Co. of the USA from a standard No.4 rifle. Barrel length of 18,5",
correct pattern flash-hider and butt plate, includes issue webbing sling and bayonet which is
scarce. All in very good condition.

R 7500.00

F2

.303 Enfield No 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle
Manufactured 8/49 by Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerly. Matching numbers throughout, very
good condition.

R 3950.00

F3

.303 Lee Enfield No 4 Mk1* Rifle
Manufactured by Long Branch 1942. Includes issue webbing sling, receiver has broad arrow,
UDF ownership and disposal marks, matching numbers. Very good original condition.

R 3950.00

F4

.303 Lee Enfield No 4 Mk 2 Rifle
Manufactured by Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerley. Includes issue webbing sling. Very good
condition.

R 3950.00

F5

.303 S.M.L.E No 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR BSA Co 1918 SHt LE III*". Matching numbers to bolt and
receiver. UDF stamps to receiver. Includes issue webbing sling. Good plus condition.

R 3500.00

F6

.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3 Service Target Rifle
Fitted with Parker-Hale PH5A target peep sight with adjustable dioptre, includes issue webbing
sling. Butt socket marked "Crown GR BSA Co 1940 SHt LE 3". Good plus condition.

R 3950.00

F7

.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3 Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR Enfield 1918 SHt LE 3*". Matching numbers to bolt and
receiver, SAAF cartouche to butt stock, includes issue webbing sling, wood work has been
refinished. Good overall.

R 3500.00

F8

.303 S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk 3 Service Rifle
UDF ownership stamp to receiver, matching serial number to receiver and bolt, replacement
service barrel fitted 3rd/68. SAP cartouche to butt stock. BSA manufacture. Good plus condition.

R 3500.00

F9

.303 S.M.L.E No1 Mk 3* Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR Ishapore 1917 Sht LE 3*". Matching numbers to bolt and
receiver, UDF ownership stamp to receiver, barrel replaced 7.49. Good original condition.

R 3500.00

E3

E4

R 2750.00

R 2250.00
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F10

.303 S.M.L.E No 1 Mk 3 Rifle
Butt socket marked "BSA Co". UDF ownership stamps to receiver ring, matching numbers to
bolt and receiver. Good plus original condition.
.303 S.M. L E No 1 Mk 3 Rifle
Butt socket marked "Crown GR LSA Co Lts 1917 SHt LE III". SAP ownership cartouche to butt
stock. Good to good plus overall condition.
.303 P14 Enfield Service Rifle
"ERA" manufacture. Good original condition but for missing middle barrel band.

R 3500.00

F13

.303 P-14 Enfield Service Target Rifle
Fitted with Parker Hale adjustable dioptre target rear sight and issue webbing sling. Includes
front volley sight. "ERA" manufacture. Good plus original condition.

R 3950.00

F14

.22lr Lee Enfield Mk IV* Trainer Rifle
Built on SMLE configuration, the rifles were bored out and a tubed barrel inserted. Magazine
casing was used for collection of spent cases. Butt socket marked "Crown ER BSA Co 1909
SHt LE III" also marked ".22 & 7". Includes issue webbing sling, addorsed arrows, and
ordnance disposal marks to receiver ring. Good plus original condition.

R 9500.00

F15

.303 Long Lee L.E.1* Rifle
Includes issue bayonet, leather sling, post Boer War sight upgrade and front and rear volley
sights. UDF ownership stamps and addorsed arrow disposal marks to receiver. Butt socket
marked "Crown ER BSA Co 1902 LE 1*". Good plus condition.

R 3750.00

F16

8mm Steyr Gueddes Rifle
ZAR Boer War issue rifle built on the Gueddes falling block action, the Model 1885 rifle had
originally been built for the Portuguese government who then cancelled their order in preference
for the Kropatschek rifle. Fore-stock marked to "F J Venter" initials of "P J" to butt. Matching
numbers to barrel, receiver and butt. Butt has been repaired with two reinforcing screws through
the wrist. The Gueddes two-piece stock was not nearly as strong as the Martini's stock and was
prone to breakage. Front and rear barrel bands plus nose cap have some pitting to them. Overall
fair to good condition, typical Boer service rifle.

R 9500.00

F17

11mm Mauser M71/84 Service Rifle
Manufactured at Spandau Arsenal, barrel length of 31". The tubular magazine fed model of
M71/84 was a conversion of the single shot No 1 rifle to magazine feed. Fair to good condition.

R 4500.00

F18

.577 Maulin Sporting Snider Rifle
Octagonal under ribbed barrel of 27,5" marked to "M J Maulin Queenstown" who were early
Eastern Cape Dealers. Complete with clearing rod, extensively engraved Mk3 action, lock plate
marked "Tower 1867". Stock has a horn fore-end tip, wrap-around chequering to both the fore
end and straight wrist. There is a crack on the upper metal tang of the receiver, some light dings
and scratches to wood work. Overall good original condition.

R 6500.00

F19

7 x 57mm Chilean M1895 Mauser Service Rifle
Manufactured by DWM Berlin. Includes issue leather sling and cleaning rod. Receiver ring
carries the Chilean Crest and in addition to the DWM Berlin markings, is also marked "Mauser
Chileno Modelo 1898". Matching numbers to all parts except the cleaning rod. Rifle is virtually
identical to the Boer Mauser rifle but for the rear sight slide and rounded bolt face. Very good
plus original condition.

R 9500.00

F20

6,5 x 58mm Mauser Verguiro Military Rifle
Original model 1904 Mauser Verguiro bolt action rifle with full length stock built by the DWM
factory. Rifle is marked "Espingarda Portugueza 6,5 Mod 1904" & "Deutsche Waffen Und
Munitionsfabriken Berlin" on LHS of action. The receiver ring is marked with the Portuguese
Crest of King Carlos 1 and UDF markings. Fully functional and complete with cleaning rod, with
original finish on metal and wood. Matching numbers throughout including stock. In excellent
condition.

R 2750.00

F21

7,62mm Israeli Mauser K98 Rifle
Receiver ring marked "7,62 , S/42 1937" indicating manufacture by Mauser Werke Oberndorf.
Rifle is in good original condition bar for some pitting to top of receiver.

R 4500.00

F11

F12
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F23

6,5 x 50Rmm Arisaka/Meiji 38th Year Type Carbine
Chrysanthemum mark to top of receiver has typically been defaced to avoid shaming the
Emperor. Bolt dust cover is also absent. Barrel length of 19,5". Two piece wooden stock shows
signs of wood glue separating and would require attention. Rifle comes out of Rhodesia and was
a war souvenir and was displayed in one of the regimental mess rooms. Fair to good condition.

F24

7 x 57mm Boer Mauser Carbine
Receiver marked "Mod. Mauser 1896 Ludw. Loewe & Co Berlin". Serial number 1041
indicates 1st batch purchase by ZAR. Receiver is also marked with South African WR number.
Full stock to 18" barrel. Good original condition.

F25

.577/450 Witten 1879 Martini Henry Carbine
Zulu war era rifle with LH side of receiver marked "Witten 1879". Full stock to 23" barrel,
complete with issue clearing rod, sling swivel to middle band and upper rear of butt.
Approximately 20% original finish remaining with an overall mottled silver grey appearance.

R 7500.00

F26

.577/450 Swinburne Carbine
As used by NMR and other mounted units in the Zulu war. Bayonet lug to 23" barrel. Wrap
around chequering to fore end and wrist, period repair to wrist. Side decocking lever. LHS of
receiver marked "V & R Blakemore London" & "Swinburnes Patent". Fair to good condition.

R 9500.00

F27

.577/450 Westley Richards "ZAR" Martini Rifle
Knox form date 1898 "Made Specially for ZAR" to rhs of receiver. Some light pit marks to back
rear side of receiver. Overall good original condition.
.577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Rhs of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1885 II", top of receiver has "SX" marking
indicating strengthened extractor and "CG" indicating Cape Government property. Extensive
military acceptance/inspection stamps to barrel and receiver. Ordnance disposal marks to butt.
Overall good original condition.

R 7500.00

F28

R 5500.00

R 17500.00

R 6500.00

F29

7,62mm H&K G3 Semi -Auto Service Rifle
Portuguese contract rifle many of which saw later service in SADF and also Rhodesian forces.
Good refinished condition.

R 12500.00

F30

7,62 FN/R1 SADF Service Rifle
South African manufactured variant of the FN/FAL rifle. Marked "R1-7,62mm M with in U",
wooden butt, matching numbers to upper and lower receivers. Good refurbished condition.

R 14500.00

F31

7,62 SLR Service Rifle
Ex Rhodesian issue, variant of the FN rifle. Manufactured by Rifle Factory Isahpore 1973. Rifle
differed from the FN with imperial rather than metric dimensions, a folding rear sight, folding
cocking lever, wooden hand guard and long flash hider. Rifle includes issue webbing sling and is
in good refurbished condition.

R 9500.00

F32

7,5mm Sig STG 58 Semi- Auto Service Rifle
Rifle has folding front and rear micrometre adjustable sights, integral folding bipod, carrying
handle and issue leather sling. Rifle has been modified for semi-auto only fire, has matching
numbers throughout and SIG marking to butt stock. Good to good plus original condition. Rifle is
scarce and seldom encountered on the market.

R 32500.00

F34

.30/06 Springfield Arms "Tankers" Model M1 Rifle
Modified to "Tankers" configuration by shortening the barrel and gas assembly to 17,5" rather
than the standard barrel length. Springfield Armoury manufacture. Includes leather sling. Serial
number 1810684. Good plus condition.

R 14500.00

F35

7,62 x 51 Bren Arms Mk 1 LMG Rifle
Rifle is complete in all respects including bipod. Marked "7,62 Bren Mk 1 Nato", barrel marked
7,62mm Nato. Rifle has been converted to semi-auto fire and is in good plus original condition.

R 37500.00

F36

30 M1 Carbine
Manufacture by Rock-Ola. Flat bolt and adjustable rear sight plus bayonet lug. Serial number
171083. Includes issue webbing sling and metal oil bottle. Good plus original condition.

R 12500.00

F37

.223 Colt AR15 Rifle
Sought after SP1 series Colt manufactured rifle. Tasco 4 x 32 scope fitted to carry handle/mount.
Triangular hand guard. Rifle marked "Colt AR15". Serial number SP82278 indicates 1977
manufacture. Rifle is in good plus original condition.

R 17500.00
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F38

.223 ER15 Semi-Auto Carbine
Early Carbine version of the M16 rifle with round handguard & 12,5" barrel. Rifle manufactured
by "Ordnance Design Co Santa Clara Calif USA". Marked "Model ER15". Magazine missing.
Good original condition.

F39

.223rem Ruger Mini-14 181 Series Semi-Auto Rifle
Five round magazine. Considerable wear to finish of rifle, good working condition.

F40

.223 Galil Semi- Auto Rifle
R4 type configuration with integral bipod. Rifle has shorter handguard and a carrying handle that
the R4 does not have. Receiver has a cutout to the left hand side for scope mount that the R4
was not equipped with. Three position selector, rifle has been modified to semi-auto only. Good
original condition.

R 18000.00

F41

.223 Galil Semi- Auto Rifle
Rifle is in R6 type configuration with a 13" barrel and short flash hider. Rifle also has provision for
scope mount to LHS of receiver marked "Galil S.A.R Cal 556 IMI Israel". Three position selector
which has been modified to semi-auto only. Good original condition.

R 18500.00

F42

7,62 x 39mm Kalashnikov Semi Auto Rifle
Romanian AKM Rifle, manufactured 1976, laminated wooden stock with vertical foregrip. No
doubt a border war souvenir. Very good plus to excellent condition.

R 22500.00

F43

.45acp De Lisle Silenced Carbine
Built on the .303 SMLE No.1 Mk3 action and chambered for the .45acp cartridge, the De Lisle
proved to be the ideal silenced weapon for covert operations and was used by the British
Commandos on offensive WW2 covert operations. It was supplied with either a standard 7rd. colt
magazine or an optional 11rd. large capacity magazine. Barrel length of 7,25" utilising Thomson
SMG barrels. This does not appear to be an original carbine but rather one would suspect a
good copy of it built by Tommy Steele, the ex-Rhodesian armourer/gun designer.

R 19500.00

F45

.348 Winchester M71 "Deluxe" Lever Action Rifle
Winchester produced the M71 from 1935 to 1957 and it was basically an upgraded Model 1886
built to handle the powerful .348 cartridge. Chequered walnut pistol-grip stock & fore-end, 24"
round barrel with 3/4 magazine and tang peep sight fitted to receiver. Leather US pattern sling
fitted to rifle. Serial number 15641 indicates 1938 manufacture. Includes Lee reloading dies.
Blued, excellent original condition.

R 19500.00

F46

.45/75cal Winchester M1876 Special Sporting Rifle
Third model rifle, serial number 56236 indicating 1885 manufacture. Rifle has "Afrika" model
sights with six folding and sliding leaf rear sight, plus pistol-grip stock of select grade walnut and
smooth steel butt plate. Two panel chequering to grip, wrap-around chequering to fore-end which
is also of select grade walnut. Octagonal 28" barrel with full-length mag tube. Sliding dust-cover
missing from rifle. Includes Lee reloading dies. Overall rifle in good plus original condition with a
very high % original finish to barrel and receiver and also a good plus bore.

R 45000.00

F47

.45/70 Winchester M1886 "Afrika" Model Rifle
Sporting rifle configuration with octagonal 26" barrel carrying six folding leafs and ladder type
rear sight. Full-length magazine tube. Straight grip walnut stock fitted with crescent steel butt
plate. Serial number 35288 indicates 1888 manufacture. Slight fading of finish to action and mag
tube, barrel still has a very high % original blue to it. Good bore. Good to good plus overall
condition.

R 60000.00

F48

.25/20 Winchester Mod 1892 Sporting Rifle
Octagonal 24" barrel with full-length magazine. Plain straight grip walnut stock with capped fore
arm. Serial number 877618 indicates 1917 manufacture. Blade front sight, open rear sight,
crescent steel butt plate.

R 27500.00

F49

.405win Winchester M1895 Rifle
Sporting rifle with 24" round barrel and three leaf rear sight. Walnut straight-grip stock with plain
fore-end. Serial number 63436 indicates 1909 manufacture. Includes CH4D die set. Rifle is in
good reblued condition with crisp lettering to it.

R 14500.00

F50

.44mag Winchester M94 AE Carbine
Open sights to 16" barrel. Serial number 5591322 indicates 1980's manufacture. Straight hand
grip. Rifle is in mint condition.

R 13500.00
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F51

.40/60 Colt "Lightning" Slide Action Rifle
Serial number 2432 indicates 1899 manufacture. Round 22" barrel with full-length magazine.
Chequered fore end, straight wrist. Steel butt plate. Gun can best be described as being only in
fair condition and would make a suitable restoration project. Gun is complete but has a brownish
fine rust patina over most of metalwork. Good stock.

R 3500.00

F52

20ga/.25-20 Belgian O/U Combination Gun
Folding three leaf rear sight to 28" barrels, sidelever action. Wrap around chequering to fore end,
two panels to rounded grip and cheek piece to butt. Belgian proof marks to barrel. Very good
professionally refinished condition with some light scattered pit marks to shotgun bore.

R 5000.00

F53

28ga/25-35Ackley Imp Sauer & Sohn O/U Combination Gun
Action & 25,5" barrel with two folding leaf rear sight, marked to "J.P. Sauer & Sohn Suhl". Wraparound chequering to fore-end, two panel chequering to grip and cheek piece to butt. Cocking
indicators to double trigger action which still carries much original case-hardening. Approx 90%
original finish to barrels. Includes RCBS die set. Good plus condition.

R 8500.00

F54

.22mag/410 Savage Combination
Walnut stocked combination gun with 24" barrels. Barrels grooved for scope mounting, fore-sight
missing. Case-hardened action. Good overall condition.

R 3500.00

F55

16ga/450 Combination Gun By W.W.Greener
Top rib of 28" Damascus barrels marked "W.W.Greener St. Mary's Works Birmingham".
Hammergun with Jones rotary underlever & bar action locks. Well figured stock with wrap around
chequering to fore end and two panel chequering to straight wrist. One minor pit to 16ga. barrel,
overall good bores. Gun has been professionally refinished with rebrowned barrels and
refreshed stock. Good plus condition.

R 3450.00

F56

12ga/500 Galand Drilling
Top lever, back action side lock hammer gun with folding leaf rear sight to 27,5" barrels. Top rib
marked "Galand Fabricant". Liege proofs to barrels. Engraved action & locks. Wrap-around
chequering to both fore-end and straight wrist. Steel butt plate. Good bores, good plus refinished
condition overall. Unusual to see a drilling in .500 caliber.

R 19500.00

F57

7x65R/16ga Drilling by J.P.Sauer & Sohn
Scoped with rail mounted Zeiss 4x32 Diatal on QD mounts. Barrel length of 23,75". Barrels and
engraved action marked to "J.P.Sauer & Sohn". Barrels marked "Made in W.Germany".
Chequering to fore end & grip. Well figured walnut stock with ventilated recoil pad & 15" L.O.P.
Hairline crack to stock which has been professionally repaired and is barely visible. Excellent
bores, very good overall condition.

R 24500.00

F58

.308win J.Fanzoj Of Ferlach Double Rifle - Cased
In leather gun case with provision for scope & accessories. Includes Zeiss Diavari 1,5-6X rail
mount 30mm scope on QD mounts. Best grade side lock ejector, bolstered action with Greener
cross bolt. Full scroll engraving to entire action and trigger guard, including an elephant and rhino
to lock plates. Action has an engraved, extended tang. Engraved grip cap holding two spare
firing pins. Cartridge trap for three cartridges to bottom of butt. Top rib of 24,5" barrels has QD
scope mount bases fitted to it and single leaf rear sight. Foresight has additional folding leaf for
use in poor visibility conditions. Attractive high grade walnut stock has impressive figuring to the
wood. Recessed release to fore-end allows for a better grip, useful when firing a double rifle.
Gun and bores are all in mint condition and is a very high grade and desirable item.

R 65000.00

F59

.318wr Greener Double Rifle - Cased
Boxlock ejector action with bolstered sides, side safety and Greener cross bolt. Top rib on 28"
barrels is marked "W.W.Greener 28 Pall Mall London" and has one fixed and four folding leafs.
Extensive engraving to action and chamber area of barrels. Very well-figured stock has a 14,5"
L.O.P., shadow line cheek piece and solid red Silvers recoil pad to it. Gun is in exceptionally
good condition and it has reputedly been professionally refinished by Greeners. Barrels are rust
blued, excellent colour case hardening to action and peacock/nitre bluing to safety and triggers.
All in magnificent condition. In factory leather case.

R 75000.00

F60

12ga Merkel O/U Shotgun
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Reinforced bolsters and extensive engraving to cross bolt action which has waterfowl and
gamebird scenes engraved to the sides. Cocking indicators to action which has double triggers
with a front hinged trigger. Bottom of action is marked "Gebr. Merkel Suhl Made in GDR." 28"
barrels marked "Zbrojovka Brno CZ". There was apparently an alliance between the two
companies. Two piece fore-end similar to the Browning B25 range. Pistol grip to butt which
features a cheek piece and Pachmayr "Old English" pad, giving a 14,75" L.O.P. All in excellent
condition.
F61

12ga Midland Side lock Ejector S/S Shotgun
Scroll engraved side lock ejector mechanism with Greener cross bolt. Nitro-proofed 30"
Damascus barrels with "Midland Gun Co. Birmingham" to top-rib. Well-figured straight hand
stock with splinter fore-end. Gun has been professionally refinished, the barrels browned
displaying an attractive Damascus twist, the screws peacock/nitre blued and the stock has an
attractive patina to it. The barrels with 70mm chambers. Unusual to find a nitro-proofed
Damascus barrelled gun. All in excellent refinished condition.

F62

12ga Carswell S/S Shotgun - Cased
Boxlock non-ejector with 30" barrels choked 3/4. Barrels marked "W.C. Carswell Exchange
Buildings Liverpool" and "W.C. Carswell" to scroll engraved locks. Heavier than normal
barrels are nitro-proofed for 1 1/4 oz. loads and chambered for 70mm rounds. Well figured stock
with rounded pistol grip configuration and Pachmayr "Old English" pad fitted, giving a L.O.P. of
14,5". Good bores. Gun has been professionally refinished. This is certainly a better than
average boxlock and would make an excellent guinea fowl gun.

R 7500.00

F63

12ga De Beaumont S/S Ejector Shotgun
Barrels of 27,5" marked "De Beaumont Maastricht" and choked Full & 3/4. Engraved boxlock,
ejector action. Good bores with 70mm chambers. Well-figured stock with extension piece fitted to
it giving a L.O.P. of 15". Chequering is worn and there is some carrying wear to bluing on barrels.
Good overall.

R 2750.00

F64

12ga Simson S/S Shotgun
Barrel length of 27" marked "Special Gewehr Laufstahl" & "Simson Suhl Made in G.D.R."
Choked full & 3/4. Boxlock, trigger action with engraving, case hardening and cocking indicator.
Chequering to fore-end and pistol grip stock. Cheek piece and "Uncle Mikes" pad to butt which
has a 14,5" L.O.P. Good original condition.

R 3500.00

F65

12ga Beretta/Musgrave S56E O/U Shotgun
Double trigger ejector action with hinged forward trigger. Ventilated rib 28" barrels choked Full
and Improved Modified. Carries both Beretta and Musgrave names to barrels. Engraved satin
nickel finished receiver. Chequering to fore-end and rounded grip. Good bores, good overall
condition, the only area where the gun can be faulted is the addition of a poorly installed recoil
pad giving a L.O.P. of 15". This can readily be corrected.

R 9500.00

F66

12ga Brno ZP47 S/S Shotgun
Side lock, non-ejector engraved action with 28,25" barrels choked 3/4 & half. Chequered wrist &
fore-end with 14" L.O.P. and cheek piece. Finish on barrels show some wear, rest in good overall
condition.

R 3500.00

F67

12ga Brno ZP49 S/S Shotgun
Side lock ejector with double triggers. Barrels of 28,25" choked 3/4 & half. Straight chequered
wrist and splinter type fore end. Excellent bores. Finish to metalwork is still excellent with a few
light scratches to woodwork. Pachmayr slip on pad fitted.

R 4500.00

F68

.410 AYA S/S "Poachers" Hammer Shotgun
Side-lever folding shotgun with exposed hammers and 28" nitro-proofed barrels. Pressing the
button in front of the triggers allows the gun to fold completely. Some wear/scratches to
chequered butt, rest of gun is in good plus condition.

R 2750.00

F69

.22hornet Zidi Rifle
Rifle made prior to WW2. The Zidi Company is still in operation today. UDF ownership stamp to
both barrel and pistol grip indicates WW2 Government confiscation. Open sights to 22,5" barrel,
receiver dove tailed for scope mounts, schnabel type fore end with chequering to both fore end
and pistol grip, cheek piece to well figured stock. Metal work shows some loss of finish to bottom
of magazine and high spots. Overall good plus condition.

R 6500.00
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F70

.22hornet Brno ZKW 465 Rifle
Manufactured 1958, open sights to 23" barrel, double trigger mechanism, detachable five round
magazine. Schnabel type fore end, chequering to fore end and pistol grip. Rifle is in excellent
original condition and would appear to have seen very little use.

F71

.22hornet Winchester Pre-64 Mod 70 Rifle
Serial number 248738 indicates 1953 manufacture. Open sights to 24" barrel, chequered steel
butt plate, chequering to fore end and wrist. Rifle appears to have been professionally refinished
at some stage, bore is very good. Excellent overall condition.

R 17500.00

F72

.250/3000savage cal Winchester Pre-64 Model 70 Rifle
Serial number 107109 indicates 1949 manufacture. Open sights to 24" barrel, chequered steel
butt plate, chequering to wrist and fore end of American black walnut stock. The 250/3000 is one
of the more scarce calibers encountered on the model 70. Some light carrying wear to receiver.
Overall good to good plus original condition.

R 19500.00

F73

.220 Swift Winchester Pre-64 Mod 70 Rifle
Serial number 422739 indicates 1957 manufacture. Open sights to 26" barrel. Rifle is missing
magazine spring and follower, third hole has been drilled to rear of receiver for scope mounting.
Chequering to fore end and wrist of semi Monte Carlo type stock which carries a chequered steel
butt plate. Good rifling, overall good to good plus condition.

R 17500.00

F74

.30-06 Winchester Pre-64 Model 70 Rifle
Serial number 70174 indicates 1947 manufacture. Open sights to 24" barrel, scope bases fitted
to receiver, chequered wrist and fore end with chequered steel butt plate. Some very light cordite
wear to barrel. Rifle has been professionally refinished and overall good to good plus refinished
condition.

R 14500.00

F75

.338win mag Winchester Pre-64 Mod 70 Rifle
Serial number 490298 indicates 1960 manufacture. Open sights to 25" barrel, wrap around
chequering to both fore end and wrist of semi Monte Carlo type stock. Two recoil lugs to receiver,
stock has been fitted with a Pachmayr "Old English" type recoil pad. High gloss blued finish to
barrel. Very good overall condition.

R 21500.00

F76

.425magnum Westley Richards Rifle
Standard "Game Ranger" model produced on the FN Mauser commercial solid sidewall action.
Barrel of 25" fitted with open sights and barrel band swivel and marked to "Westley Richards &
Co. Ltd . London". Chequered wrist & fore-end, solid red Silvers recoil pad to butt. Good plus
condition but for some light scratches to butt.
.30-06 FN Mauser Sporting Rifle
Built on solid side wall FN commercial action. FN crest to receiver ring and side wall marked
"Fab Nat D'arms De guerre Herstal- Belgique". Typical FN shrouded bolt stop with side safety
to trigger, open sights to 24" barrel, push button type magazine release. Wrap around
chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip, cheek piece and FN marked pad to butt.
Good plus bore. Good plus overall condition.

R 32500.00

F78

9,3 x 62mm FN Mauser Sporting Rifle
Built on solid side wall FN commercial action. FN crest to receiver ring and side wall marked
"Fab Nat D'Arms De Guerre Herstal- Belgique". 45 Degree low scope safety, open sights to
24" barrel, push button type magazine release. Wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel
chequering to grip, cheek piece and Pachmayr decelerator pad to butt. Single recoil lug to
receiver, good plus bore. Good plus overall condition.

R 15000.00

F79

.270win Sako M98 Sporting Rifle
Built by Sako on FN Mauser solid side wall commercial action. With push button magazine
release, adjustable trigger and 45 degree low scope safety, typical Sako style open sight to 24,5"
barrel. Very slight flair to fore end tip, chequering to wrist and pistol grip, cheek piece and Sako
recoil plate to butt, good bore. Good overall condition.

R 12500.00

F80

.30-06 Sako Rifle
Built by Sako on FN Mauser solid side wall commercial action. With lever magazine release,
adjustable trigger, shrouded bolt stop and side safety, typical Sako style open sight to 24,5"
barrel. Very slight flair to fore end tip, chequering to wrist and pistol grip, cheek piece and Sako
recoil plate to butt, good bore. Metal work has been professionally re-blued. Good plus refinished
condition.

R 12500.00

F81

7mm rem mag Sako Finnbear Mod L61R Rifle
2-7X Redfield Duplex Reticle scope fitted with Sako scope mounts, open sights to 24" barrel,
chequering to wrist and fore end of Monte Carlo type stock which carries a Sako marked recoil
pad. Rifle has a single recoil lug, mint bore. Mint overall condition.

R 14500.00

F77
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F82

6,5 x 57mm Brno Mod 20/1 Rifle
Barrel proofed 1949 and regarded by many as the ultimate variant of the M98 Mauser action
featuring small ring flat top receiver, open sights to 21" barrel. Schnabel type fore end with
chequering to wrist and fore end, cheek piece and CZ recoil pad to butt, bore good with some
light "cordite burn" to it. Very good plus condition overall.

R 14500.00

F83

.250/3000 Mauser Rifle
Custom Mauser built on Mauser Kurz[short] action, with new 22" barrel and Leupold VX3 2,5-8X
scope. Fitted with magazine release to trigger guard, Winchester Mod 70 type safety and
adjustable trigger. Original rifle is listed in Jon Speed's "Mauser" book and was built in 1924/5.
Custom flat top type scope bases to receiver, wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel
chequering to wrist and cheek piece and Pachmayr "Old English" recoil pad to butt. Barrel
appears to be brand new. Well figured Walnut stock. All in excellent condition. A highly desirable
item.

R 32500.00

F84

7 x 57mm Mauser A/B Type Sporting Rifle
Rifle is fitted with a Leupold VX3 telescope with trigger guard release magazine floor plate and
45 degree low scope safety, open tangent sights and barrel band sling swivel fitted to 24" barrel.
Serial number 1109xx indicates 1931 manufacture. Horn fore end tip and wrap around
chequering to both wrist and fore end, cheek piece and Mauser marked butt plate to well figured
stock. The rifle has a B-type tangent rear sight but an A-type stock. Good bore, good plus
professionally refinished condition.

R 18500.00

F85

7 x 57mm Mauser A Type Sporting Rifle
Mauser banner to receiver ring, 24" barrel with five position express sight, barrel band swivel and
ramp fore sight, lever type release to magazine floor plate. Horn fore end tip and wrap around
chequering to both fore end and wrist, well figured stock. Serial no. 937xx indicates 1925
manufacture. Some carrying wear to magazine floor plate and breech area. Stock has been
professionally refreshed, relatively good bore. Good overall condition.

R 32500.00

F86

8 x 60 Oberndorf Mauser A Type Rifle
Rifle is fitted with side mounted Lyman peep sight. Serial number 117807 indicates 1936-1937
manufacture and the rifle is listed in Jon Speed's Mauser book as an A-type 8x60 rifle. Trigger
guard type release to hinged floor plate, four leaf express rear sight, barrel band swivel and ramp
fore sight to 24" barrel. Well figured stock has horn fore end tip, wrap around chequering to fore
end and grip, cheek piece and solid red recoil pad. Good bore. Silver escutcheon plate with
former owners initials to butt. Rifle in good plus professionally refinished condition.

R 48000.00

F87

7 x 57mm FN Mauser Rifle
Built on solid side wall FN commercial action. Rifle fitted with Leupold compact 3-9X telescope.
FN crest to receiver ring and side wall marked "Fab Nat D'Arms De Guerre Herstal- Belgique".
Shrouded bolt stop safety, open sights to 24" barrel, push button type magazine release. Dark
fore end tip, wrap around chequering to fore end and wrist, shadow line cheek piece and
Pachmayr "Old English" recoil pad to butt. Single recoil lug to receiver. Rifle originally had a side
mount fitted and two screws have now been fitted to the holes drilled in side of receiver, metal
work has been professionally refinished. Good plus overall condition.

R 13500.00

F88

7 x 57mm Heym M98 Sporting Rifle
Barrel of 24" with open sights. Weaver type rings and bases to receiver. Stock has schnabel type
fore end. Chequering to grip and fore end, cheek piece and ventilated recoil pad to butt. Bore is
in mint condition. Barrel marked "F.R.Wilh.Heym Made in Germany". Light weight sporting rifle
in a very useful calibre.

R 11500.00

F89

.318 Westley Richards Sporting Rifle
Leaf and ladder rear sight, typical Westley Richards style fore sight to 25" barrel, receiver ring
marked "Westley Richards 318 Accelerated Express". Rifle has been fitted with an M98
Mauser sporting stock which is not original to the gun. Metal work has been refinished, some
under sizing to stock around bottom of mag box. Rifle has been fitted with magazine box which
has not been stretched for the .318 round. Fairly worn bore, fair to good overall condition.

F90

.308win Steyr Mannlicher Model L Hunting Rifle
Fully functional and complete with original finish on metal and wood. Hammer forged barrel.
Tasco telescope mounted in expensive QD mounts. In excellent condition with leather sling.
Plastic magazine damaged, needs replacement. Good plus condition but for crack to trigger
guard and magazine catch.
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F91

.30/06 Brno ZKK600 Rifle
Fitted with Bushnell 3-9X Trophy scope on one piece metal base. Rifle manufactured 1974.
Open sights to 24" barrel, set trigger to action, rifle is fitted with a non standard stock. Good
overall condition.

F92

.338 win mag Mauser Action Sporting Rifle
By Continental Arms Corporation New York. Built on highly engraved Belgian proofed solid side
wall M98 Mauser action. Rifle has an integral quarter rib with two leaf rear sight and folding hivisibility front sight to 24,5" barrel, magnum type slanted magazine box with gold inlaid engraved
deer scene to the floor plate. Swarovski 6x30 6A Habicht scope fitted on engraved rings, duplex
reticle to scope. Stock has dark tip, wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to
grip, and shadow line Monte Carlo type cheek piece to butt, which is made of well figured high
grade walnut. An ornate yet practical rifle in good plus to excellent condition.

R 37500.00

F93

.350 Rigby Magnum Mauser Rifle
Single square bridge action which has provision for scope mounts. Barrel of 24" which as three
leaf express rear sight, barrel band swivel and typical English style fore sight. Barrel marked
"John Rigby & Co 43 Sackville St London W" . Slanted magnum magazine box. Detachable
scope mounts "in the white" are included with rifle. Wrap around chequering to fore end, two
panel chequering to grip, steel butt plate, fairly good bore. Good overall condition.

R 68750.00

F94

.375 H&H mag Mahillon Rifle
Built on solid side wall Belgian proofed barrel and action, two leaf rear sight, barrel band swivel
and ramp fore sight to 24" barrel. Trigger guard release to slanted magnum style magazine box.
Very well figured stock has dark tip, wrap around chequering to both fore end and grip cheek
piece and solid red recoil pad to butt. Barrel marked "Ae Mon H Mahillon, Brxhulls". Double
recoil lugs to receiver area, steel bases and rings to action. All in extremely fine condition,
excellent bore.

R 30000.00

F95

.416 Rigby Mauser Rifle - Cased
Commemorative rifle built by Mauser-Werke Oberndorf on a double square bridge magnum
Mauser action. The rifle is no.91 of 100 rifles built and the knox form is marked "Mauser 18981998". Solid sidewall marked "Mauser Werke Obendorf a/n". Rifle has a 26" barrel carrying a
three leaf rear sight, barrel band swivel and ramp foresight. Stock has a dark fore-end tip,
chequering to fore-end & wrist, steel grip cap, cheek piece and has a "Mauser" recoil pad.
Double recoil lugs to action. Rifle is in a factory supplied leather case with cleaning rod. Rifle
appears to be virtually unfired and all is in "as new" condition.

R 130000.00

F96

8 x 68s Waffen Leuthner Rifle - Cased
The round tapered Boehler steel barrel having fixed sights, with a good bore, bears the address
"WAFFEN-LEUTHNER - SALZBURG". Action is a Mauser M98 with a spoon bolt handle and
double set triggers. Profuse leaf and scroll engraving over much of the metalwork, with a
recurring oak leaf and acorns theme which is carried over to the immaculate stock with widened
and carved fore-hand position. The magazine floor plate also much engraved and boasting a
mountain goat's head. In a secure rigid leather box-scabbard. Apart from needing a replacement
recoil pad, in VVGC.

R 25000.00

F97

.240 Holland & Holland Take Down Rifle - Cased
Classic take down bolt action hunting rifle built by Holland & Holland of London on a Mauser
action. Chambered for the 240 Belted Nitro Express cartridge also known as the 240 Apex.
Factory provenance from H&H ledger confirms rifle as being made in 1923. Rifle is 100% original
as it was built by H&H with 23" barrel with ram fore sight and leaf rear sight. Barrel is marked
"Holland & Holland 98 New Bond Street London", chamber marked "Holland's 240 Bore
Apex Super Express Rifle". Thumb safety is gold inlaid, detachable stock has a cheek piece
and pistol grip with steel grip cap with storage compartment containing spare front sight. Flat top
chequering, silvers solid rubber butt plate. In original full leather case in very good condition with
original H&H trade label. H&H records show the rifle was made for DA. Bell and the rifle and
case are both marked "DB". Excellent bore, finish on metal & wood 100% original. Excellent
condition overall.

R 110000.00
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F98

12ga Westley Richards Hammer Shotgun - Cased
Pre-1898 hammer gun in leather gun case fitted with brass corners. Steel barrels marked
"Westley Richards & Co. Birmingham" & "Special Quality 940 Grade" signifying steel type &
quality. Bar action locks, side clips and Greener cross bolt to action. Chequered fore-end &
rounded grip. Barrels still have a high % original finish to them and a tight action. Good bores,
good overall condition. Nitro-proofed hammer guns are scarce, particularly those in good order.

R 75000.00

F99

.22lr Remington Fieldmaster Rifle - Cased
Rifle is in a "Carswell" shotgun case. Take-down slide action rifle with 24" barrel. Scope mounts
fitted, with a Weaver B4 telescope included as is a .22 silencer. Includes a Parker-Hale PH59
tang peep sight with adjustable dioptre. Rifle & accessories all in good condition, case is rather
battered.

R 2450.00

F100

.22lr Mauser Mn 410B Sporting Rifle
Open sights to 23,75" barrel, five round magazine. WW2 UDF confiscation and disposal stamps
to barrel and UDF marking to bottom of pistol grip. Stock has been professionally refreshed and
shows unusually good figure to it. Metal work in good plus original condition. Good plus to
excellent condition.

R 6500.00

F101

.22lr Mauser Mn410B Sporting Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrel, five round magazine missing, metal work has been professionally rust
blued, stock in extremely good condition. Overall good plus to excellent.

R 5500.00

F102

.22lr Brno Mod 2 Rifle
Manufactured 1967. Open sights to 24,5" barrel, five round magazine, well figured straight styled
stock with two panel chequering to the grip. Overall good plus condition.

R 4500.00

F103

.22lr Brno Mod 1 Rifle
Manufactured 1947. Three leaf folding rear sight to 22,5" barrel, five round magazine, straight
styled stock, some slight flecks to blueing on barrel otherwise good to good plus condition.

R 4500.00

F104

.22lr Brno Model 1 Rifle
Manufactured 1947. Three leaf folding rear sight to 22,5" barrel, five round magazine, straight
styled stock with chequered wrist. Good to good plus condition.

R 4500.00

F105

.22lr Brno Model 2 Rifle
Fitted with Bisley 2,5x20 riflescope. Manufactured 1971. Tangent rear sight to 24,5" barrel, ten
round magazine, straight styled stock. Good to good plus condition.

R 4500.00

F106

.22lr Walther Dual Action Rifle
The rifle can be used as either a semi-auto or conventional bolt action depending on whether the
bolt is locked down or left up. Pre-WW2 rifle. Open sights to 24,5" barrel & five round magazine.
Walther marked butt plate to walnut stock. Good plus original condition.

R 3950.00

F107

.22lr Walther Dual Action Rifle
The rifle can be used as either a semi-auto or conventional bolt action depending on whether the
bolt is locked down or left up. Pre-WW2 rifle. Open sights to 24,5" barrel & five round magazine.
Walther marked butt plate to replacement stock. Metal work is in good condition, stock needs
attention from someone who understands styling of a rifle stock.

R 1850.00

F108

.22lr Trico Bolt Action Sporting Rifle
Fitted with "Turbo scope" 1,5-5x20 rifle scope. Open sights to 24,5" barrel and five round
detachable magazine. Schnabel fore-end, chequered wrist & fore-end. Cheek piece to straightline stock. Excellent condition.

R 3500.00

F109

.22lr Anschutz JGA Mod 1420 Sporting Rifle
Open sights to 21,5" barrel and detachable five round magazine. Fitted with 4x24 riflescope.
Ebony fore end to stock which has chequered wrist. Very good plus to excellent condition.

R 4750.00

F110

.22lr Unique Semi Auto Rifle
Push rod at forearm tip for loading. 5 Round box magazine. 60cm (23,5") barrel with muzzle
threaded for a silencer, bore good. Ramp front sight, 4x40 scope fitted. Plain forearm and butt.
LOP 13 7/8" to the black polymer butt plate with a white line spacer. Receiver grooved for scope
bases. All-steel action. Take-down model. Excellent condition.

R 4500.00
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F111

.22lr Winchester Mod 69 Rifle
Bolt action sporter with 25" barrel carrying open sights. Five round detachable magazine.
American black walnut stock with Winchester recoil plate to it. Excellent refinished condition.

R 2500.00

F112

.22lr Winchester Model 06 Pump Action Rifle
Open sights to 20" barrel with magazine tube which is virtually full barrel length. Serial number
788608 indicates early 1930's manufacture. Rifle is in very good professionally refinished
condition .

R 3250.00

F113

.22lr Remington Mod 6 Rolling Block Rifle
Open sights to 20" round barrel. Straight line stock with provision for mounting a peep sight to
tang. Takedown facility for storing rifle. In excellent refinished condition.

R 2500.00

F114

.22lr Walther Target Rifle
Heavy barrelled 25,5" target rifle manufactured 1967. Micro-meter adjustable target peep sight
fitted to barrel and tunnel foresight. Finely adjustable trigger and adjustable palm stop to foreend. Repaired crack through LHS of grip, rest good plus overall condition.

R 3750.00

F115

.22lr BSA Ralock Semi-Auto Rifle
Unique self-loading operating mechanism with open sights to 26,5" barrel. Take-down stripping
mechanism. Gun is in fair condition with an overall grey finish.

R 1250.00

F116

12ga FN-Browning B25 O/U Shotgun Mod B2G - Cased
Manufactured at the FN Belgian Herstal works, the B25 is known as the "Superposed" in the
US market. In factory hard case. The B2G is a superior grade gun, featuring hand engraved
game bird and waterfowl scenes to the sides of the action and extensive scroll engraving to the
top & bottom of the action. Gold plated single selective trigger and ejectors to action .Gun has a
30"[765mm] barrel with a broad 20mm rib and choked full & half. Well-figured walnut stock pistol
grip and ventilated FN marked pad. Condition is exceptionally good to mint.

Lot #

Lot Description

G1

.22lr Squibman Mod 11 Rifle
Bolt action sporting rifle with open sights to 24" barrel, receiver grooved for scope mounts and
five-shot magazine. Monte-Carlo stock with light scratches to varnish finish, metalwork in good
plus condition.

R 1450.00

G2

.303 Lee Enfield No 4 Mk 1* Rifle
Scoped with Lynx 1-3X professional series scope and strap-on leather cheek piece for scope
use. Includes military issue sling. Rifle is still in standard military configuration but for scope.
Manufactured by Savage 1942. Excellent condition.

R 3750.00

G3

7 x 57mm Ferlach Custom M98 Mauser Rifle
Built on what appears to be an FN solid sidewall commercial Mauser action. Scope bases fitted.
Barrel length of 24", button release magazine floorplate, adjustable trigger and low-scope safety.
Fitted to a "Butler Creek" synthetic stock. All in mint condition.

R 7500.00

G4

7 x 57mm Mauser M98 Custom Rifle
Action drilled & tapped, 26" barrel marked "Mauser" to the knox form. Adjustable trigger.
Mounted on a "Butler Creek" synthetic stock. Excellent condition.

R 7500.00

G6

7mm rem mag Browning Rifle
Browning A- bolt action, 24" barrel with open sights, fitted with Zeiss Diavari C 3-9 x 36 scope,
sliding tang safety to stock, dark fore end tip, grip cap and cheek piece to stock. Mint bore, all in
excellent condition.

G7

7,62mm P-14 Enfield Scoped Target Rifle
Heavy profile barrel of 28" with British proofs to it. Hawke 4-12X44 Airmax rifle scope. Walnut
target type stock with Monte-Carlo cheek piece. All in excellent condition.

R 7500.00

G8

12ga Beretta A301 Semi-Auto Shotgun
Ribbed, multi-choke 30" barrel. Engraved receiver and adjustable height stock. Shotgun was
fitted for a female shooter and has a 14" L.O.P. Excellent condition.

R 6500.00

G9

.410 Mossberg Mod 173A Shotgun
Single shot bolt action shotgun with 24,5" barrel. Pistol grip stock, some blued finish missing from
muzzle, rest good condition.

G10

12ga Renato Gamba O/U Shotgun
Double trigger ejector gun with 28" barrels choked full & half. Chequered wrist & fore-end, 15"
L.O.P. with ventilated recoil pad. Excellent bores, good plus condition.

R 35000.00
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G11

.44mag Marlin Mod 94 Lever Action Rifle
Blued lever action with a 20" barrel, open sights and traditional unchequered walnut stock. The
Marlin 1894 features a solid top receiver, factory drilled & tapped for scope mounting bases. The
design of side-loading and ejecting makes this rifle ideal for mounting a regular telescope with
normal eye relief. Very good to excellent overall condition,

R 12500.00

Conditions of Sale
The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal
announcement during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which
the property listed in this catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor
for the said property that we act for.

1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate
of:
a) The bid price,
b) A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at
14% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.25%)
c) And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 14% of the bid price. It is
recorded
that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each
lot
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to
such premium.
2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased
the lot being offered and to have:
a) assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein
b) to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar
days from the date of sale.
In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have
assumed full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and
conditions contained herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police
Services licence or permit for possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of
said licences
Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser
may require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers
choice to resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against
the prevailing terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective
of the Auction purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction
purchaser and the dealer
It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between
the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body
not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been
settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or
in Bank Cleared funds.
All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the
aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card
settlements.
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No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in
addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without
limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole
discretion may:
a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b) resell the property.

3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or
collected, within 4 (Four) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to
be abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the
purchaser.
No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not
be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in
this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs
including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our
attorneys fees and incidental charges.

All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this
clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the
day
following
the sale
until
is received
full. months of the sale date, of any
Inseventh
the event
that
a purchaser
does
notsettlement
effect collection
withininfour
item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00 per
calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of
the month within which the four month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in
his obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such
item to recover such fee.

4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued
number and no lot shall be divided for sale.
5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall
be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole
opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to
determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall
be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.
6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable
only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for
consequential or incidental damages.
Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.
7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by
the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s
behalf in order to protect such reserve.
Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY
A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.

8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR
IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP,

PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR
HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY
OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
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OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers
including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance
and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.
10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are
governed by the laws of South Africa. By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order -bid
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach,
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be
resolved by the parties in 10.
These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers
and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the
terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us
unless specifically stated in writing signed by us.
11. Absentee Bids. As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction,
we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the
bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.
Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the
event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no
responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.
12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots.
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to
bidder or seller as to the actual price.
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the
estimate value.
13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor.
By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500
R 50-00 increments
501 - 1999
R 100-00 increments
2,000-4,999
R 250-00 increments
5,000-9,999
R 500-00 increments
10,000-19,999
R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 >
R 2,500-00 increments
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM
To:
Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)
PO Box 484
River Crescent
1042

Tel: 013 656 2923
Fax: 013 656 1835
Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 58 to be held on 12th August 2017
Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 16h00 0n 9th August 2017
Lot No: Description:

Limit:
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;

Full Name: (Please Print)
ID Number:
Postal Address:
Residential Address:
Tel :
Cell :
Signature :

Fax:
Email:
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